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Raven and the Earth Spirit
By
Karl Thurgood

streams, the forests and the plains below and in time he came to
forget the stories of the sleeping spirits in the growling mountain.
The land was plentiful and vast, and so the neighbouring tribes
rarely warred upon Raven’s tribe for there were enough Buffalo for
all and no need to fight. Nevertheless the young men of the Tribe
practised hard so that they would become great warriors – for he
who brought down the largest buffalo and so fed the tribe for many
days was respected and admired by the tribe. And so the young men
contested against each other, pitting the strengths of their arms and
the speed of their legs against one another. Although Raven tried
hard to prove himself it seemed that there was always someone
better than him at each thing. Grey Wolf had arms as strong as
mighty Bear himself, Soaring Eagle could run as fast as the winds
that blew across the plains and Owl Hooting had the eyes of Eagle
and could shoot his bow and throw his tomahawk further and more
accurately than anyone else in the tribe. So, although Raven strove
with all his might it seemed that there was always someone stronger
of arm and fleeter of foot than he.
Time passed and Raven became a man and a warrior
of his tribe. But although he killed his fair share of buffalo and
worked hard to do his part to feed and clothe the tribe he was still
dissatisfied. It seemed that he would be forever second-best at all
things, doomed to be half-forgotten when he passed on to join the
ancestors. After all, who would ask the second-fastest runner to
watch over them when they ran, or the second strongest warrior to
add strength to their limbs? And even in his lifetime he knew that
he would be overlooked. Why would Running Fox want to be his
squaw when Grey Wolf or Owl Hooting could feed and clothe a
wife and children so much better than Raven could? These thoughts
stayed with Raven and troubled his mind. He felt that he needed to
do something to prove his worth in the eyes of the tribe, to show
some special talent or accomplish some mighty deed. He spoke to
his father and mother but they did not understand. They could not
see that Raven would never be a man unless he could truly prove
his valour and skill.
And so the thought gnawed at him as the seasons changed
from the warmth of summer to the chill of winter and then back
into early summer. With the return of spring the buffalo returned to
the land and the tribe celebrated and gave thanks to the buffalo for
giving them meat to eat and skins to keep them warm. Grey Wolf
brought back from the hunt a great bull buffalo that would feed the
tribe for many days. And there before the eyes of the elders he asked
Running Fox to be his squaw. But to the surprise of all, not least Grey
Wolf, she replied that - although he did her great honour by asking
– she could not accept. Grey Wolf was not the only one saddened
by this declaration, after all if Running Fox would not accept Grey
Wolf whose strength of arm was second to none then why would she
accept Raven – who was neither the swiftest of foot nor strongest

There is a great mountain in the wide lands. A mountain
that old men who have seen many summers and many winters say
is a place of strong medicine and much wonder. They say that once,
long before even the time of anyone’s ancestors, a Great Spirit fell
from out of the night sky and sleeps still in the embrace of the Earth.
There are other tales as well, of how Wolf, Spider and Rat walked
here when the world was new and how they did battle with Crab
and Wasp. But all the stories say that the Spirit that sleeps in the
mountain is one that belongs as much to the great roof of the sky as
it does to the solid earth. It was within sight of this mountain that
Raven and his people dwelt.
It was a long time ago that Raven was born. In times
when the cold moon shone down from a dark sky to cast its silver
light on a land with which the People lived in harmony, a time that
they believed would last for all eternity. A time when the buffalo
still roamed freely upon the great plains, Wolf walked the paths
of the woods alongside the warriors of the tribes in – if not peace
then a certain wary respect - and the spirits of Fish and Buffalo
provided the People with food to eat and skins to keep them warm
and in return the People did Fish and Buffalo honour and showed
them great respect. A time when the entire world that was known
stretched across the land from one sea to the other, long before the
sailing ships of the white man came from beyond the seas to enlarge
the world and change the lands of the people beyond recognition.
In those days Raven’s tribe lived on the lower slopes of
the mountains, amongst the forests that gave them berries and roots,
and where the melting snow running from the great mountain fed
the ice-cool streams that gave them water. The mountain watched
over the tribe, a vast presence on their horizon. The Medicine Chief
told the young Raven and the other children stories of the Earth
Spirit who lived in the mountain who sometimes stirred and made
the mountain growl and spit out fire and smoke like great peace
pipe, but none of the tribe could remember anyone who had actually
seen this happen. The Medicine Chief told stranger stories too, a
story of a star that had fallen out of the sky long before the People
had ever walked upon the earth of even the world before this one –
but although all of the people knew that the Medicine Chief’s stories
were true, and all had seen stars fall from the night sky, this story
seemed to them to be perhaps the strangest. For the Medicine Chief
said that these Great Spirits had fallen into the smoking mountain and
slumbered there to that very day. As a young boy Raven wondered
what these strange Spirits that had fallen from out of the night sky
might be like. Many spirits were known to the People, strong Bear
of the forests and stately Buffalo who roamed the plains and fed and
clothed the People from his flesh and his skin. But what spirits from
the dark roof of the night sky would be like was something even the
Medicine Chief for all his wisdom could not explain.
And so Raven grew up amongst the mountains, the
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of arm. Raven brooded over these thoughts until, one summer night
when the moon was full in the sky and the stars looked down on the
encampment of the tribe, he came to a decision.
				*****
Raven rose and gathered together his possessions. He
gathered together his bow and the arrows he had carefully chipped
from stones taken from the bones of the mountain, tied his cured
leather moccasins to his feet and took his tomahawk in his hand.
Then Raven stood before the tribe and declared that he was intent
on proving himself as a man and as a warrior. He declared that he
would go out from the tribe and seek a worthy opponent and that he
would not return until he had been victorious and thereby proven
his worth to the tribe. The Elders of the tribe nodded as he made
his solemn oath, binding himself to his chosen course of action.
No one tried to prevent him from going, although all the warriors
of the tribe were needed to hunt the buffalo so that meat could be
preserved for the coming of the next winter. It was Raven’s right to
seek out this challenge and no-one would gainsay him.
So Raven, carrying his weapons and a small rolled
sleeping skin into which he placed supplies for his journey, set out
from the encampment of the tribe. On one side of him the plains
rolled beyond the sight of the sharpest eye, onwards towards the sea.
Across the plains roamed the herds of buffalo, a challenge for any
warrior to bring down alone. But Raven had watched Owl Hooting
alone bring down a buffalo with the arrows from his bow. So if he
was to find a challenge worthy of the goal he had set himself Raven
knew he would have to look further afield to find what he sort. So he
turned away from the plains and began to walk into the beginnings
of the forest that wrapped around the foothills of the mountains like
a blanket wrapped around an old woman on a winter’s night, his feet
carrying him ever so slightly upwards with each step – leading him,
all unknowing on a winding path towards the growling mountain
where the Elders said that the Earth Spirit dwelt.
As he walked Raven thought of what it was that he sought.
If he sought neither strength of arm nor fleetness of foot, neither the
unerring flight of the master bowman nor the eye that could follow
an eagle’s flight into the clouds what then did he seek? Raven could
neither name nor describe what it was he sought, but he knew that
he could not return to his tribe until he had found it.
				*****
On the third day of his spiralling journey into the wooded
mountains Raven realised that he would have to stop for a while
and forage for food, for the few supplies he had brought with him
were almost gone and he had not yet found any sign of what he was
searching for. Setting clever snares Raven caught a pair of mountain
hares and, setting a small fire, began to cook them. His mouth began
to water as the smell of hot food filled his nostrils. But it was then
that he realised he was not alone. A brown shape, bigger than a man,
and swaying back and forth as it walked, was stalking through the
forest. Raven froze, not daring to move a muscle he silently asked
his ancestors to guard him and to ensure that Bear did not see him.
Perhaps he might have been overlooked by Bear – Bear was lord
of the forest after all, and had nothing to fear from a single brave
– but something had attracted Bear’s attention and he turned his
head towards Raven’s meagre campsite. Bear’s nose snuffled at
the air, and it was then something occurred to Raven. What if Bear
was as hungry as Raven was, might the smell of freshly cooked
hare have carried to Bear’s nostrils? Raven gripped his tomahawk
tightly, nurturing the hope that Bear had noticed neither him nor
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the cooking fire. But that hope was swiftly proven wrong as Bear
lumbered into the clearing, drawn by the smell of Raven’s meal.
Raven froze, his hand holding the handle of his tomahawk tightly.
Raven wondered what good his tomahawk would do him. He
had seen arrows bounce away harmlessly from Bear’s thick hide,
and had seen him toss mighty braves into their air as if they were
children. So when Bear turned and looked at Raven he simply stared
back into Bear’s eyes.
Bear stared back without blinking, his cold eyes evaluating
Raven carefully. Then a growl that was like the sound of the earth
itself shaking welled up from inside Bear. Raven saw the challenge
in Bear’s eyes as the great brown-furred form reared up on its hind
legs. The great bulk of Bear seemed to blot out the light and his
growl echoed around the clearing like the breath of the forest. The
mighty claws on the end of Bears massive paws glinted in the light.
At his full height Bear locked eyes with Raven again. Without words
Raven knew that Bear was showing him his full might, the reason
that Bear was chief over all the spirits of this forest, and challenging
Raven to prove his own might. For a moment Raven measured his
strength against the power of Bear’s massive frame, wondering if
this was the challenge that he was seeking in order to prove his
worth. But then Bear lumbered forwards, towards Raven, pawing
at the air with his enormously strong arms. Raven stood frozen in
fear – Bear was stronger than the strongest of braves, and he was
the greatest of all the spirits of the forest. How could Raven stand
against him?
Heedless of any shame Raven turned and ran. Bear
dropped back onto all fours and, with a lumbering gait, began to run
after him. Raven looked over his shoulder and realised that for all his
bulk Bear was faster than he was. The great brown form had almost
caught him! Raven turned and swung his tomahawk blindly. The
stone axe-head connected solidly with Bear’s snout with an impact
that nearly jarred the handle from his grip as the axe head shattered
into splinters of stone and pebble. Raven expected at any moment
to feel Bear’s bulk hurl him to the ground. Instead Bear skidded
to a halt, a low growl emanating from his throat as his glassy eye
regarded the shattered tomahawk. The smell of rotting meat wafted
from between Bears age-stained, chipped and broken teeth, filling
Raven’s nostrils with its cloying stench and Bear was close enough
that Raven could feel the warmth radiating from his body like the
heat from a hearth. This close, Bear seemed to loom even larger to
Raven, a great bulk that seemed to radiate almost limitless power.
Bear let out an ear-splitting growl. This close Bear’s
power was obvious as he seemed to blot out the world as he reared
up on his hind legs, and the volume of his growl obliterated all other
sounds. Knowing that the haft of his shattered Tomahawk would be
of little use against Bear’s strength Raven turned and fled into the
forest. This time Bear, satisfied that he had reminded the interloper
whom the forest belonged to – and anxious to claim the hares
cooking on the campfire – did not bother to follow him, allowing
the interloping brave to flee unimpeded.
After a time Raven regained possession of himself and
stopped running. As he did so a sense of great shame came upon
him. He had set out to find a challenge, to prove that he was as
great as the greatest braves of his tribe. But when Bear had appeared
to offer him that challenge what had he done? He had run like a
hare, fleeing in cowardice. He had brought shame on himself and
done a terrible insult to both himself and mighty Bear. Instead of
proving his worth had had only made his shame deeper. Raven sat
down upon the ground and despaired of himself. Now he would
have to seek an even greater challenge in order to undo the shame
his cowardice had brought him. Then he realised that he had more
urgent matters to concern him. In his cowardly flight he had left

behind him all his provisions and supplies – his sleeping skins, the
knife that he had carried to skin meat and fish, the bow with which
to hunt and what little food he had remaining – now all he had were
the skins that clothed him, a few arrows that were of no use without
his bow, the moccasins on his feet and the handle of his broken
Tomahawk. As the evening cool began to descend around Raven
and rain clouds began to gather overhead he realised that he would
need to find shelter from the weather urgently.
Raven realised that in his flight his feet had carried him
further into the mountains. Now he stood on the lower slopes of the
mountain inside which the Medicine Chief said that Great Spirits
slumbered. After his encounter with Bear, Raven wasn’t sure he was
anxious to meet any more Great Spirits that day. But he knew that
the mountain that sheltered these sleeping spirits might be able to
do the same for him. A cave might not be as warm and dry as a tepee
but it would at least give him some protection from the elements and
any hungry wolves or cougars that roamed the forest.
So Raven put his shame at fleeing from Bear out of his
mind as best he could and began to search for a suitable cave or
overhanging rock to shelter him from the coming storm.

had become like a fire that flowed as if it was water. The light from
this liquid fire illuminated the chamber and allowed Raven to see
the greatest wonder that lay in the centre of the chamber.
A great shape dominated the cave, as if an enormous hand
had carved it from rock, the form of a massive Spirit filled up much
of the space of the cave. Raven’s mind struggled to understand the
size of what he saw. It was larger across than the camp of his people
and it seemed to him to be the size of a herd of mighty buffalo as
they swept across the plain, for that too was larger than the eye
could see all of at one go. In the light of the pools of fire-rock that
littered the cave floor Raven could see that the skin of the thing was
not the dull grey of the rocks that made up the hills and mountains.
Rather it was silver as the scales of Salmon, noble spirit of the
rivers. Its shape was like nothing Raven had ever seen, made of
lines straighter than the finest tomahawk or stone axe-head, as if it
had been carved and shaped by someone more skilled than the most
skilled ancestor. Could this great form dwelling here in the middle
of the earth be anything other than the Great Spirit that the Medicine
Chief had spoken of?
Raven knew now that this was the challenge that would
allow him to prove himself. He would speak with this Spirit and
carry some of its wisdom back to the tribe, then they would know
that Raven could do one thing that no other could do. He called out
to the Spirit but it made no answer. Unwilling to be ignored after
having come all this way Raven called out again, and a third time,
but there was no answer. Heedless of how foolish he was being
Raven picked his way across the cave floor, avoiding the pools of
fire-rock and the mighty heat that came from them. He came right
up to the Great Spirit, heading towards its three eyes and what
he thought to be a great mouth below them. Calling to the Spirit
to pay attention to him he struck it with the handle of his broken
Tomahawk, demanding it pay attention to he who was a brave of
his tribe and had come a great distance to get there. As he struck
the silver surface Raven realised that he had been mistaken. The
skin of the Great Spirit was cold to the touch, like the stone of the
mountains, but gave out a strange ringing sound when he struck it.
Suddenly he realised that this was no Spirit. Far from it, this great
form was like a mighty stone tepee large enough that all of his tribe
and those of the other tribes known to them could camp within. This
was not one of the Great Spirits that had fallen from the sky, but it
was a mighty lodge within which such Spirits might dwell, and what
he had thought was a mouth was nothing more than the entrance
– like the door to a tepee. Girding his courage and gripping the
handle of his tomahawk firmly Raven stepped across the threshold
into the lodge of the sleeping Spirits.

				*****
It took Raven some time to find a suitable cave, whilst
the clouds continued to gather ominously, but finally he found an
opening which seemed to give on to a cave deep enough to shelter
him from the weather. Fortunately Raven quickly saw that the cave
did not seem to be the home of any other creature – for it would
have been unwise for him to disturb a resting cougar, or worse to
accidentally find himself in a cave that Bear considered to be his
own. Gathering some kindling and wood Raven set to work making
himself a fire near the mouth of the cave, both to warm him and
to keep at bay roaming animals. Even as Raven started his fire the
storm’s fury struck. The voice of the Thunderbird boomed out across
the mountain and the lightning hurled from its wings lit up the sky.
The storm seemed to go on forever, and as it continued so
Raven found that sleep did not come. Instead he began to feel as if
a spirit voice spoke in his ear, urging him deeper into the mountain,
telling him that in the depths of the earth he would find what he was
searching for. Finally he could bear it no longer and, lighting a torch
from the fire, he pressed back into the cave. Raven found that far
from ending where it began to narrow, as he had thought, the cave in
fact merely became a narrow neck for a short while before widening
back out again. This new passageway lead gently downwards and
Raven followed it into the depths of the mountain.
Raven walked through the cave for a long time, noting
with surprise that rather than becoming cooler it seemed as if it were
becoming hotter as he walked deeper into the earth. He wondered
about this but only in passing. After a time Raven came to the
destination of the passage, and what he saw there amazed him. The
passage opened out into a great cave, bigger than the biggest cave
Raven had ever imagined, in the flickering light it seemed as if this
cave was big enough to hold all of the People and all the spirits of
their ancestors in comfort. It seemed to Raven to be almost bigger
than the caves through which the Medicine Chief said that the tribes’
ancestors had travelled through from the world before to this one.
But the wonders did not end there, for there was much more light
here than could be provided by Raven’s flaming brand. The light
came from what seemed to be a wondrous mixture of fire and rock
that lay on some of the floor of the cave. It was not as if fire had been
mixed up with rock, but as if some of the rock and earth had melted
like ice melts in the warmth of spring and – just as the melting ice
becomes like the water of the streams and rivers – the melting rock
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				*****
The darkness inside the lodge seemed absolute. It was not
like being inside Raven’s own tepee – where the light of Sun came
in through the smoke-hole at the top and cast a wan light into the
interior. The only light that shone into the Spirit Lodge was the glow
of the fire-rock behind Raven. In that wavering and shifting light
Raven saw that the opening gave onto a cave-like passage, like the
one through which he had entered the mountain but much larger,
made of what seemed to be the same silver rock of the rest of the
Spirit Lodge. The great size of the passage made Raven painfully
aware of how small he was next to the size of this strange lodge.
It seemed as if all the warriors of his tribe could walk side-by-side
into this passage and it seemed to Raven that the Spirits that dwelt
inside this lodge must be mighty indeed. For a moment he thought
that perhaps he should go back, that it would be foolhardy for any
warrior to disturb the inhabitants of such a mighty tepee. But then he
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reminded himself that he had come here to prove that he was more
than any of the other warriors of his tribe, that he was courageous
enough to dare what others would not. He could not turn away now,
for if he did he could never return home to face the scorn of the
tribe, or worse the disappointment of Running Fox. He knew that
he had to go on.
				*****
But where Raven’s courage seemed late in coming to him
his wits had not deserted him. He knew that if all of this great lodge
was as dark as it seemed from the doorway then he would need light
with which to find his way, for his eyes were not as sharp as those of
Owl which cut through the night as if it were day. Raven would need
to take fire with him to make light for him to see. But the torch with
which he had lit his way here was almost burned down and his stone
and flint were gone, lost when he fled from Bear, what could he use
with which to make more fire? If only he could take some of the
flowing and bubbling fire rock with him for, although it shed little
light, it was better than having no light at all. Then an idea struck
Raven all at once. Just as the water that came from melting ice and
snow was cold like the ice from which it came, perhaps this melted
mixture of rock and fire kept the heat of the fire it came from.
He took the few arrows he still had, useless without
his bow, and tied them together with the fastenings of one of his
moccasins. Then Raven tore some of the skins he wore and fastened
them to this makeshift torch. Carefully he picked his way across the
hot ground towards one of the pools of fire-rock. The heat coming
from the heaving pool was hotter than even the strongest summer
sun and Raven was amazed when the torch burst into flame as it got
near to the thick, treacly mass. Holding this torch out in front of him
Raven set of into the dark of the great passageway.
Without really thinking about it Raven found himself
staying close to one of the walls of the passage, but not out of fear.
Rather out of a sense of wonder at his strange surroundings. The wall
felt cold, but not in the same way as the walls of the cave he head
entered the mountain by had been cold. Those had been clammy and
dank. The walls of this stone lodge had a cold hardness to them, like
the hardness of a flint that you knew would yield an excellent blade
for your tomahawk once it had been chipped and shaped. Running
his hand along the wall of the passage Raven felt how smooth it
was, as if it had been carefully carved into shape by the Spirits who
dwelt inside this strange place. Raven wondered if he might learn
their secrets from them, and that perhaps all of the People might
live inside great stone tepees that would never get damp no matter
how much rain fell from the sky. He put the strange notion out of his
mind and carried on further down the passageway.
He walked for longer than he had expected. None of his
tribe, or any other tribe he had heard of, had a tepee of this size.
Down this main passage alone Buffalo could have moved his mighty
herd without difficulty. It seemed as if every step took him out of
the everyday world and into the spirit world. Surely such a great
lodge made of stone could only be a Spirit Lodge, for it was like
no lodge or tepee that even the mightiest Chief or wisest Medicine
Man might live in. Yet still Raven saw no sign of the Spirits who
had built this place, nor had he seen their moccasins or waterskins
or any of their goods or tools. How was he to prove his courage if
their were no Spirits here to congratulate him on having the courage
to come to their tepee?
Raven stopped as his make-shift torch guttered, and then
went out completely. The fire had eaten the skins he had made the
torch from and the crudely lashed together arrows had refused to
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catch light. He stood there for a moment as the darkness, and with
it the weight of this place, seemed to close in around him. For a
moment he half-expected the silver stone to close around him,
trapping him in this spirit realm forever – never to return to his
village as long as Sun rose and set. But then he saw that the darkness
around him was not absolute. High above him - set into the ceiling of
cold and flinty rock - were what seemed to be moons, shining with
a wan moonlight. Raven marvelled at the sight, formerly hidden by
the flickering light of his torch. These Spirits had even tamed the
light of not one Moon but many, scattering them about the roof of
their tepee to brighten the darkness that would otherwise have filled
it. Raven stood for a moment, partly out of awe at the craftsmanship
of these Spirits and partly to allow his eyes to become accustomed
to the silver light. If there was light then he could go on, further into
the Spirit Lodge, and perhaps learn from the Spirits who lived here
something that would mark him out as special amongst his tribe.
Raven carried on down the great passage, although other
caves opened up to either side he was afraid that if he turned from
this one – that ran as straight as an arrows flight – he would become
lost and never find his way back. The idea of being lost inside a
lodge was a strange one to him – but then, no man would make a
lodge so big that it contained many caves and had moons upon the
ceiling to light it instead of a fire. So he continued down the passage,
wondering whether the Spirits felt that he was beneath their notice.
It was then that Raven saw the shape that sat ahead of him
in the passageway.
					*****
Raven knew the shape of Bear, Wolf and winged Eagle
but for a moment he was not sure what it was that partly filled the
passageway ahead. At first he thought perhaps part of the passageway
had fallen in, as often happened with caves and as the banks of the
rivers sometimes did after the rains. But then he saw that the shape
was as carved and shaped as the walls of the tunnel, as distinctively
shaped as a man lying against a boulder stands out against the
hillside. For a moment Raven could not accept what he was looking
at, thinking perhaps it was a trick of the dim lighting but the more
he looked the clearer it became. The Spirit that sat against the wall
of the corridor had features like a man, but almost incomprehensibly
larger. Its legs seemed as thick as the river was wide, and his hands
could have picked up Buffalo like a man picked up Mouse. Its head
and face, which Raven could scarcely make out in this dim light
appeared between two strange shapes that rose above it’s shoulders,
as if the Spirit were wearing some gaudy war-bonnet. Strapped
to each arm it carried two strangely shaped spears, as if the Spirit
would thrust them out in front of it against its enemies. Strangest of
all, although shaped like a man the Spirit had a pair of mighty wings
that grew from its side as to rival the wide wings of Buzzard. Raven
looked at the Spirit, whose finger alone was almost his equal in size,
and – although he tried to deny it – he felt afraid.
Stifling his fear, Raven cried out to the Spirit. He cried
out that he was Raven, of the tribe that dwelt in the shadow of
this mountain, and that he had come all this way to meet with his
people’s Spirit Brothers who dwelt inside the earth. The Spirit made
no response, not even to turn to look at him. Raven called out again,
and again there was no response. Anger at the Spirit’s rudeness
overcame Raven’s fear. A traveller who came in peace should always
be made welcome, so why was this Spirit giving such grave insult to
Raven. Heedless of sense or caution he strode forward until he stood
next to the great leg of the Spirit, then he called out to it again. Once
more the Spirit did not answer. Frustrated Raven swung his fist at
the Spirit’s leg. He stumbled backwards in pain as he struck it. The

Spirit was as hard and flintlike as the walls of the passageway itself!
Raven’s hand ached as it he had punched his own tomahawk with
all his strength, but to the Spirit it was less than a gnat-bite for all
the reaction it showed. Emboldened by the Spirits immobility, and
realising that its leg was pitted and buckled like a cliff-face Raven
swiftly scaled it until he was standing on the leg of the Spirit, staring
up at its face and its strange war-bonnet. He called out to it again,
surely even a Spirit as rude as this one could not ignore him now.
But still there was no response. It was as if the Spirit was either
determined to ignore Raven or that he was so sound asleep he could
not hear him. Either way Raven decided he would waste no more
time on this Spirit who seemed to be sleeping when he should be
guarding his tepee. Raven clambered across from one thick leg to
another, and scrambled down the other side. He set off further into
the passageway in search of whatever other Spirits might live in this
great stone lodge.
Raven had not gone much further down the passage when
he felt the presence of something watching him. He was unsure what
instinct made him turn around, because certainly the creature made
no sound at all as it emerged from one of the caves that opened off
the passageway. The creature certainly looked nothing like the Spirit
that had ignored Raven. The dim lighting made it difficult to make
out its nature but it seemed to be of an elongated shape, with some
rounded shapes studded on its body and spindly arms reaching out
to either side of it. The strange creature did not walk on the ground
but instead seemed to drift through the air making a buzzing sound
that reminded Raven of the bees that flitted across the plains from
flower to flower in summer. The creature moved into the corridor
and stopped, hanging in the air with no trace at all of effort. It had
no furiously beating wings like bee or bird, but just seemed to hang
in the air as if that was the most natural thing in the world. Neither
Raven nor the creature moved for a moment, and it seemed to Raven
as if both of them were trying to work out what the other was. Then
the creature began to move forward, the buzzing noise becoming
louder. The creature lowered one of its arms towards Raven and
some instinct told him to throw himself to one side. Raven didn’t
question the sudden flash of insight, and it was as well that he did
not. Even as he hurled himself aside the creature seemed to throw a
fiery spear from its arm towards him. Raven felt the heat as the fiery
spear narrowly grazed past him. It was hotter than the summer sun,
every bit as searing as the bubbling fire rock outside. He narrowly
avoided another flaming spear that the creature hurled. He wondered
whether he had been foolish to trespass in this Spirit Lodge, that
perhaps the Spirits were angry with him and had sent a guardian
creature to punish him for his effrontery. Clutching the handle of his
useless tomahawk he turned and ran from the creature, deeper into
the stone tepee.
Raven ran as fast as he was able to. Perhaps he did not
run as fast as Soaring Eagle could run, but the buzzing sound of the
creature ever close at his heels lent speed to his legs that he did not
know he possessed. Although it became hard to draw breath and he
began to tire he knew he dared not slow down whilst the guardian
creature still pursued him. The creature for its part never slackened
nor increased its pace, just came inexorably after him as if waiting
for him to tire so that he would be in reach of its terrible wrath. So
Raven kept running as fast as he could. But soon he found he had
come to the end of the great passageway. No longer did it continue
on in front of him – instead it ended at a blank face of the silvery
rock that seemed to make up everything in this place. He stopped
for a moment and cast his gaze around him. Behind him was the
guardian creature, its arm already poised to throw its spear of fire at
him, to his left and right-hand were two of the smaller caves which
led off the passageway. Raven had only a moment to decide what
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to do and the fear rose up in him. Without even a chance to think
about it Raven darted into the left hand cave, even as the creature
cast its flame at the spot where he had been standing. A glance over
his shoulder showed Raven the flame licking at the silvery rock of
the cliff-face even as the creature turned to follow him down the
passageway.
Raven tightened his grip on his tomahawk handle, not that
it would do him any good against a creature who could throw fire
the way a warrior might throw a spear. There had to be something
he could do. Even Wolf or Mountain Lion could be defeated by a
strong and courageous warrior. But even as he thought that Raven
wondered whether he had strength or courage enough to defeat the
creature that pursued him. He could not think of a single thing to do
that might help him against the guardian, not in this strange place.
Raven glanced over his shoulder as he realised the buzzing
sound of the creature’s flight was getting closer and closer. But the
creature remained where it had been before, tirelessly dogging his
heels. Yet the sound continued to get louder, as if he were running
towards it rather than away. Then a shape materialised from the
gloom ahead of him. A second guardian creature floating towards
him from the depths of this cave, arms poised to prevent him
going further down the corridor. Raven was trapped, unable to go
backward or forward and with no weapon with which to fight these
creatures. In a flash he realised what it was he had to do. He stopped,
standing still as the creatures approached him. As they came within
reach of their fiery spears Raven threw himself onto the floor of the
cave and whispered to the Great Spirits of his people to help him.
He felt the shafts pass above him, the heat of their passage sharp
on his unprotected skin as if he had thrust his hand into a fire. Then
there came a keening sound like the cry of Eagle as he hunted. There
followed a sound and a flash of light so bright it left Raven almost
blinded for a moment. The noise was a terrible thing, and the light
was as bright as if Thunderbird had heard his plea and hurled one of
his thunderbolts into the cave to save Raven. For a moment Raven
believed that even so his efforts had been in vain, and that at any
moment he would be struck down by one of those spears of flame.
But as his vision returned he saw that this would not be the case. The
guardian creatures lay on the floor of the cave, flickering tendrils
of fire licking at them. Clearly their spears had pierced each others
sides and the fire within them had escaped, making the terrible noise
and light that had assailed Raven. Without the fire that had animated
them they seemed as lifeless as a jumble of rocks lying at the bottom
of a cliff, and about as frightening.
Raven realised that the cave seemed lighter somehow,
much more light than might be explained by the few small tendrils
of flame that licked around the still forms of the guardian creatures.
Looking around for the source of the light he saw that there was an
opening in the wall of the cave that had not been there before. In its
rush to escape, the fire inside one of the guardian creatures seemed
to have made an entrance flap or hole in the wall of the cave and
from the other side a flickering light seemed to be coming. The light
spilling through the entrance hole jumped and played like the warm
yellow light from a hearth. It was the first truly welcoming sight
that Raven had seen in this strange place. So, cautiously, he stepped
through into the light on the other side.
				*****
What Raven saw on the other side of the gap was like
nothing he had imagined. He had expected perhaps a great space,
with a fire fit for the Great Spirits who dwelt here blazing in a hearth
at the centre. Instead the sight that met his eyes was stranger than he
could have expected. Although the space within was a vast echoing
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cavern, even bigger than the passageway he had left behind him,
there was no fire burning at its heart. Although it was far brighter
here than anywhere else in this lodge no fire lit it. Instead the
flickering firelight seemed to come from all around him. Parts of the
walls were made, not of the silvery-grey that this place seemed to
be carved out of, but out of a stone that was as black as a moonless
night. Across this black stone there were strange pictures that seemed
to have been painted onto the stone in fire, because not only did they
shine with the yellow glow that illuminated the great chamber but
also they seemed to move and change even as Raven watched. They
moved up the black rock like a school of fish swimming upstream,
with more of the pictograms always swimming in from below. Even
though he stared at the pictograms Raven could not understand the
story that they were telling. He saw no symbol that he recognised,
not Elk or Bear or Man. Whatever story these strange black walls
told it was the business of Spirits and not of Men, and not for him
to understand.
Even as he failed to understand the strange pictograms that
shed their light across the cavern he realised that he was far from
alone. The cavern was not empty, instead there were Spirits there
– each as unimaginable in size as the one he had first encountered
in the passageway. They lay this way and that all around the cavern,
whether reclining on the ground or leaning against the unyielding
walls of their stone tepee. He stared at them in wonder and not a
little fear as he waited for them to notice him. But, just like the
other, they made no response. Raven edged cautiously into the
cavern watching to see if there was any sign of movement from
the assembled Spirits. Perhaps he had angered them when he had
escaped the guardian creatures, or perhaps it had been a test of his
courage and warrior prowess? But if it had been a test had he passed
or failed?
But the Spirits gave no sign that they were even aware of
Raven’s presence. Raven called out to these Spirits as he had to the
one in the corridor, telling them that he had come to make peace
with them and to tell them the tale of his people in exchange for
their tale. But still the Spirits did not move. Raven began to wonder,
if perhaps these Spirits were truly sleeping. Just as Bear withdrew
to his den to sleep out the cold winter, had these Spirits withdrawn
into their stone tepee in order to sleep until it was time for them to
reawaken?
Raven moved cautiously into the cavern, observing the
Spirits as he passed them. For all their size that seemed to rival
that of the largest things in the world they were much like people,
with two legs for walking on and two arms for wielding whatever
strange bows or tomahawks they might have. But at the same time
they were different – their arms and legs were of strange shapes,
sometimes as different from each other as they were from those of
men. But for all those differences their faces showed their character.
Here was a winged Spirit, who looked, but for his grey skin and
the red war paint that he wore, the double of the Spirit that Raven
had first seen in the corridor. But no-one would have failed to tell
them apart, for this Spirit had the sly cast to his face of one who
keeps secrets from his brothers and plots their downfall in order to
take what is theirs. But close to him was another, as black as night
and as brilliantly white as snow, who wore a pair of horns upon his
head like a Medicine Man, and yet whose face bore the wisdom of
a War-chief who had seen many summers and the weight of many
battles.
Battle had happened here Raven suddenly realised. It
seemed to hang in the air of this place. From the clefts and gouges
in the silver-grey of the walls, to the patterns that the Spirits formed
on the ground in their slumber. Two tribes of Spirits had fought a
mighty battle here before they had fallen into this slumber. Raven
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wondered how such great Spirits might have fought their war, what
spears and tomahawks they might have battled with. Would they one
day awaken from their slumber and fight each other once more? And
what would such a conflict do to the mountains and the streams, the
forests and the plains in which the tribes lived? He could not even
imagine what it would be like, but he knew that if it came to pass
in the summers and winters of his life then Raven would want the
black-and-white Spirit as an ally, and would fear being the enemy
of the winged schemer.
As he moved further into the cavern Raven realised that
these were not even the greatest of the slumbering Spirits. As he past
the vast sleeping forms that blocked his vision he saw at the centre
of the cave two Spirits who would have dominated this place even
if they were not at its centre. Lying on the cave floor was a Spirit
who seemed larger than the others. Not necessarily because he was
physically bigger than them but more for the sense of power and
might that came from him. His skin a darker silvery-grey than the
walls of this stone lodge he seemed as if he had been whittled from
the stone of the wall as one would the head of a spear or tomahawk.
His arms and chest seemed to be carved of sharp edges like a blade
and the sides of his head swept up in sharp lines like arrow shafts.
Bound to the top of this arm was a long weapon – like a long, thick
lance, which seemed to be made of stone as dark as those parts of
the walls on which the fiery pictograms danced. Raven approached
the Spirit cautiously, everything about this one’s appearance made
him feel that this was a Spirit he would not want to awaken. Indeed
the countenance of this grey form was frightening even in repose.
Its face had the expression of one who prefers to use his great
strength to take the buffalo that the rest of the tribe has hunted for
himself rather than sharing the hard work and the rewards of the
hunt equally with others. The face was contorted with the anger and
disdain of one who saw everyone with less strength in their arms
as being lesser people. This Spirit seemed to Raven like the kind
of warrior who all of a tribe sought to avoid. The kind who might
lead a war-party not because of his prowess or cunning in battle but
because other warriors were more afraid of him than they were of
their enemy.
The other form in the centre of the chamber could not
have seemed more different. It was seated awkwardly on a rock
that seemed the size of a small hill that appeared as if it had been
carved and shaped especially for the purpose. Raven supposed that
it if the Spirit were sitting against the rock in the way that it had
been meant for then it would have had its back resting against the
tall upright part whilst the flat part supported its thighs. To Raven,
used to sitting with his knees folded in front of the hearth it appeared
most uncomfortable and he was not surprised that the Spirit had
chosen to sleep half-on and half-off of the huge construction.
The Spirit himself could not have been more different
than the grey Spirit who lay near to him. The flickering light of the
glowing pictograms showed that he too was made of hard planes
and sharp angles. But whereas the grey Spirit was hard and sharp
like a blade this one seemed solid and sturdy, like an old tree in the
forest that had stood against many storms. Where the other Spirit
was grey and joyless this one was anything but. The wavering light
was bright enough for Raven to see that the Spirits legs and his head
were as blue as the cool waters of the river, while his chest was the
deep warm red of the clay found under the earth. This Spirit, even
in his sleep, seemed to have the comforting solidity of the earth in
which berries and fruits grew and on which all of the People and
the animals that fed and clothed them roamed. Although the Spirit
seemed to wear a strange mask that covered his mouth and nose,
leaving only his oddly shaped eyes to be seen, it seemed far less
frightening to Raven than the Grey One had. The Spirit had the air

of a wise and noble Chief – one who had seen many summers and
learned many things, the kind who brought all of his tribe together
to work for the good of all so that all of them would survive and
prosper. Whilst the Grey One had the appearance of one whose only
concern was for himself, this great earthen Spirit was one whose
concerns were for all of his people.
Raven called out to the red and blue Spirit, surely the Chief
of these people would wake up and greet him? Surely the leader of
this Spirit tribe would welcome Raven in peace in the name of his
tribe in the other world? But, as Raven had almost expected, the
Spirit Chief made no movement or sound to suggest he heard him.
Having come this far Raven was not prepared to give up so easily.
Seeing in the wavering yellow light that the skin of this Spirit Chief
was notched and knobbled like that of the Spirit Raven had seen in
the passageway he swiftly decided what he would do. And so, as he
had done before, Raven began to climb.
After all his exertions of the day Raven’s arms and legs
ached, and he was very tired. But he did not let that stop him. He
hauled himself up until he was standing on the Spirit Chief’s knees,
so that he was almost staring him in the face. He looked at its blank
mask for a moment, before again shouting at the Spirit. Raven
shouted that he had come from the lands of his tribe, into the earth,
in order to meet with the Spirits who dwelt here. He shouted that
he had proven his courage by entering this strange stone tepee that
others would have been too afraid to, and that he had proven his
skill in battle by overcoming the two guardian creatures despite their
spears of fire and the hardness of their stony skins. Raven shouted
at the Spirit Chief that he had proven all this and should not just be
ignored. But the Spirit Chief neither woke from his slumber, nor did
he so much as move in his sleep.
Raven grew angry at this. He had done great deeds of
courage and skill, why then should these Spirits simply ignore him
and sleep on? Had he not earned their respect? Raven’s anger boiled
over and he hefted his broken tomahawk in his hand as he let out
a whooping war cry. In his rage he struck out at Spirit Chief. He
struck at its red-clay coloured chest, at the silvery stone and the blue
of its legs on which he stood, and he struck also at the tree trunk
like thickness of the fingers of the hand that lay just at the end of his
arms reach. He would have struck at the masked face of the Spirit
chief if it had been within his reach.
Then, almost as suddenly as it had come over him, his
anger was spent. Raven lowered his tomahawk and stared at the
slumbering giant. He was wasting his time and his anger, he told the
Spirit. He had come here to find something within this mountain,
amongst the Spirits, that would make him special. Something that
would allow him to excel his brother-warriors. Grey Wolf had the
strength of his arms, and Owl Hooting the eyes of Eagle. All of the
warriors had something at which they were superior. But for all of
them it was something within themselves, some skill or ability that
they themselves possessed. They did not look outside of themselves
for their achievements. Raven told the Spirit Chief that he had come
here looking for something prize that he might take back with him,
but how would that make him different. He would leave no different
than when he entered this Spirit Lodge – nothing inside him would
have changed.
Then something happened that to end of his summers
Raven was never sure of. A small chunk of blue, a fragment of the
spirit-stone of which the great figure was made tumbled down from
above him to rest at Raven’s feet. Did he see the Spirit Chief stir?
Did its great fingers, the size of ancient and gnarled trees, move?
He looked at the Spirit Chief for a long moment, but it moved no
more and neither did it speak. The gift of spirit-stone was its own
explanation and its own reward. Raven picked it up, almost cutting

himself on its sharp edges. The fragment of blue stone would have
been as small as the tiniest chip of broken pebble to the Spirit Chief.
But for Raven it was almost the size of his fist, but much longer
and thinner. Its edges were sharp like the teeth of Wolf and it felt
much stronger than even the rocks that were bones of a mountain.
Somehow Raven knew that this was all of the message he would
receive from this slumbering giant, and all of the answer he would
get to his quest. But he began to understand now what it was he had
really been searching for, and understood where to find it.
He thanked the Spirit Chief and climbed down onto
the floor of the cave. He told the Spirit Chief that he was lucky
to have such Spirits as his black-and-white War-chief in his tribe,
and warned him to beware the Grey One and the scheming Spirit
because it was not possible to be friends and brothers with such
people whether they were in the spirit world or any other. Then
Raven left the cavern and picked his way carefully back out into the
passageway. Although the darkness soon closed in around Raven he
found that he no longer feared it. He carefully traced his way back
out into the main passageway by which he had entered the stone
tepee, and from there he found his way back out into the cave of the
fire-rock. He stood for a moment there to look back at the strange
Spirit Lodge, for somehow he knew that this would be the last time
he would see it. Then he followed the cave back up through the
earth until he sat once again on the side of the mountain.
				*****
The sun was low in the sky in the direction of morning,
and Raven realised that he had spent the whole night in the belly
of the mountain. He smiled a welcome at the sun, thanking it for
lighting up the day so that he would be able to find his way back to
his tribe now that he had found what he was searching for. He found
though that he was suddenly hungry, a feeling that had not troubled
him whilst he was in the realm of the spirits. Raven gathered some
fruits and berries to quiet his hunger pangs, which he ate whilst
fashioning a new tomahawk. With the laces of his remaining
moccasin he lashed the stone that the Spirit Chief had given him
to the handle of the tomahawk that Bear had broken. The spiritstone was heavy and its weight was strange but its edge was sharp
and stronger than stone. It would make an excellent tomahawk, and
whilst he owned it he would never forget the Spirit of the Earth who
had given it to him. And so Raven set off down the mountainside,
back towards the village of his people, returning with nothing more
than he had come.
The walk to Raven’s village was long, but the sun was
warm, the plants of the forest offered berries for him to eat and the
clear streams of the mountains allowed him to quench his thirst. So
Raven was in good spirits when he neared the village. However, as
he neared his home he saw that the whole village was in commotion
and uproar as if it were being attacked by an enemy. He ran to the
aid of his people, anxious to help them repel whoever was attacking
them. What he saw as he neared the village would once have filled
him with fear. Bear stood in the centre of the village, in the shadow
of the totem pole. He was rearing up on his hind legs growling in
anger and rage at the tribe. The warriors of the tribe had rallied to
defend the village from Bear’s anger but it was to no avail. Grey
Wolf leapt at Bear to defeat him with strength, but for all his might
of arm Bear was mightier and hurled him away. Owl Hooting might
fire his arrows straight and true, but they simply bounced away
uselessly from Bear’s tough hide. Other braves struck at Bear with
their tomahawks, but he took no notice of their blows and threw the
braves aside like children’s dolls. Once, Raven would have hesitated
when faced with the power of Bear. But not now. Instead he snatched
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up a stick from the cooking fire and, waving his tomahawk in one
hand and the burning brand in another he charged at Bear with a
whooping war-cry.
The bright edge of his blue stone tomahawk thudded into
Bear’s hide with much more effect than those of the other braves,
and Bear flinched away from the blazing torch that Raven thrust at
him. Bear met Raven’s eyes and for a moment they stared deep into
each others spirits. Then Bear growled an acknowledgement that he
had met his match and turned and loped away from the village, back
towards his wooded home amongst the forest.
The other braves gathered around Raven, welcoming
him back to the tribe and marvelling at his courage in driving away
Bear when they had all been defeated. There was a great feast to
mark his return from his quest and to honour his victory and all the
tribe hung on his every word as he told the story of what he had
witnessed in the realm of the Earth Spirit. They were all amazed by
his tale of the sleeping Spirits and of the gift he had been given by
the clay-red and river-blue Earth Spirit. But Raven saw they did not
fully understand, because all the braves were fascinated by the blue
stone of his spirit-tomahawk and thought that this was the prize he
had brought back from his quest. If that was what they wanted to
believe Raven decided to let them. And so before that summer was
out Raven had asked Running Fox to be his squaw. She accepted
and they were wed before the winter had fallen onto the plains. They
were together all the days of their lives and had many children. And
to his children Raven passed on the true secret of his quest and they
all knew that the real gift lay not in the stone of the tomahawk which
did not break or dull its edge, but inside each of them. For the real
gift that the Earth Spirit had given Raven was in its nature, and in
Raven’s nature and that of all his children. It was the knowledge
that courage did not come from being stronger in arm, or swifter
in foot that others, but from within oneself and that courage was
something that all men could aspire to if they just set their minds
and hearts to it.
In time of need Raven became War-chief and led braves
in defence of the tribe against enemies who would have stolen the
buffalo on which they survived. But always Raven was mindful of
what he had learned from the Spirits inside the mountain – he was
always just to his friends and enemies and tried to act from wisdom,
and he took care not to fall to the greed and anger he had seen on
the face of the Grey Spirit. It was only when he was an old man did
he find himself wondering once more about the Spirits’ slumber.
He asked the Medicine Chief whether he thought that the Spirits
might ever wake and walk across the face of the world, changing
it as they went. The Medicine Chief replied that it was beyond his
wisdom to say whether the sleeping Spirits might ever wake, but
he asked Raven whether they had not already changed the world
even in their slumber? Raven thought about it for a moment and
then he agreed that perhaps they had indeed. And so Raven and
Running Fox lived long full lives upon the plains and the forests
and in time they passed from life as all things must. Whence the
blue tomahawk that the Earth Spirit had given to Raven went no-one
knows, nor what became of the sleeping Spirits for though many
people tried to find the way to the stone tepee in the summers after
none ever succeeded. And with the coming of the white man and his
Iron Horses and Firesticks many stopped believing in the Spirits in
the earth and in Raven’s tale. But they live yet as long as this tale is
told afresh in new summers and who can tell but that they might one
year both awaken and bring strange changes to the world again.
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Axe of Vengeance!
Written by Gavin Merrifield

“Hyperspatial drive?”

“That’s what I thought.”

and Grimlock had inspected earlier in the day. Not even Wheeljack
could bear to be near him. Or was he just being paranoid? (Hmm,
better check those internal sensor logs again). Nah, no reason
to worry. Wheeljack had happily made those crowns for him, in
fact it had been a suggestion from both him and Prowl. They said
he needed to look the part and that it was ‘traditional’ for a new
leader. And Grimlock agreed. A bit of old style tradition certainly
wouldn’t go amiss around here. And the crowns were in fact very
comfortable and really highlighted the glow in his optics.

“Like pretty much everything else on this list.”

***

“Commander Grimlock’s priorities certainly differ from those of
Optimus Prime’s.”

“Commander? You asked to see me?”
Grimlock strode up to Hot Spot staring him straight
in the optics (Note to self, next generation Special Team leaders
slightly shorter) and folded his arms. “Me thinks your Protectobots
have too much time on their hands, they also not suited to heavy
work about me, erm, the Ark. Shoddy workmanship you see?”
Hot Spot shifted under the criticism of his team,
“Commander, I can assure you that we are working as-”
With a wave Grimlock cut him off. “Yes yes. But you are
Protectobots and you are not doing much protecting around here
and too much chatter instead.”
“In all honesty Commander since you ordered us all confined to
the volcano there hasn’t been a lot to protect that the base defences
and Omega Supreme are not already covering. It’s frustrating when
you’re a Protectobot, you know. Not being able to protect. And
being a Protectobot. Bit annoying. The not protecting thing. Now
as for Omega-”
“But Omega busy taking out big trash...” Grimlock spun around to
face Hot Spot again, “and anyway you think Autobot interests end
at the entrance to volcano?”
“Of course not. The Decepticons are out there even now, preying
on the innocent humans. It makes my oil boil!”
“Forget them, we get them soon enough with rebuilt Ark. I have
a more important mission for you.” He turned to his personal
viewscreen and called up a directory listing various pieces of
Autobot equipment and their associated locations. The majority of
which were labelled ‘Ark’ with five exceptions in red at the top of
the screen. Three were labelled ‘Mechanic’, one GB and the other
‘undisclosed’. Grimlock grunted to himself, stupid fat human with
rubber band visor. Bah!
“I thought Goldbug and Blaster were assigned to pick up those?”
shrugged Hot Spot.
“Grimlock send them, they not return yet. Your task is to retrieve
this one. Ark launch soon and time running out,” Grimlock jabbed
a finger at the unknown listing. It didn’t even have a part number
associated with it never mind a name.
Hot Spot stared at the screen logging the co-ordinates of
the object, “Is that all the information there is? The location is not
very well-defined.”
“It small, but important. When we leave, we not coming back.”
“Is it really so important?”
“Yes. You smart ‘bot, figure it out. We leave anything for the

“Check.”
“Check?”
“As in it is on the list. Not as in it is ready.”

“You can say that again, but I really do think the Ark is finally
going to be repaired.”
“At what cost to the humans I wonder?”
“Ah... Whoops. Oh well, more where that one came from.”
***

Grimlock watched with narrowed optics as the falling
rivet gun landed not more than two feet in front of him. The
two careless Protectobots continued their inspection of the
Ark’s Engine Room along with their idle chatter. As he had
walked through the cavern he had heard the previous Autobot
Commander’s name being mentioned. Not that it really bothered
him, but for about the hundredth time that day he wished his merry
little crew could just keep their minds on what they were doing
without resorting to past nostalgia or bringing up the humans. He
had it all in hand.
Repairs to the Ark were coming on smoothly. It was the
first thing he had ordered upon his coronation - well almost the
first. He’d had Prime’s quarters cleared out for himself but they
were surprisingly small and there was still that annoying bullet
hole in the bulkhead, so he went back to his original quarters soon
enough and designated Prime’s ‘General Spare Parts Locker Room
- (Please Use)’. Annoyingly though, no-one was using it. Anyway,
the Ark had been lying in rubble and had been non-functional for
far too long. Early repair work begun soon after they had been
revived had ceased as Autobot casualties mounted up and even
engineers were drafted in for medical duties. If Prime had been
less concerned about a few humans and had simply accepted
the inevitability of a few loses things would have moved along
much sooner, and probably better for the humans themselves
long-term. It was all about big picture, and once the Ark was
space-borne again he would quickly reintroduce the phrase ‘orbital
bombardment’ to the Decepticons. As wrecked as the Ark was it
still gave them a head start on the Decepticons for getting off the
planet again.
He walked away from the MARB unit he was leaning
on and Wheeljack immediately took it up to some conduits that he
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humans and think what could happen!” Grimlock waved his arms
dramatically which caused his crown to slip over his optics, rather
ruining the dramatic effect he was aiming for. He shook his fists,
“Ark launches in five days. Get on with it.”

moved it is near inevitable that it will surface again.”

***

“Oh be quiet. At least we now know Blast Off is a spacecraft and
doesn’t just look like one.”

Geoffrey Hawk stepped off a bus and walked stiffly down the
street, looking perfectly straight ahead, heading back to his rented
apartment. A typically ordinary looking man going about typically
ordinary business to any casual observer. However, the helicopter
currently sweeping the city above him was far from ordinary.
It wasn’t so much the uncommon colour scheme and
lack of known markings on the chassis of the helicopter, nor the
rocket launchers that straddled each side of the machine nor even
the way it manoeuvred impossibly acutely throughout the city
tower blocks that was unusual. No, the thing which made this
helicopter different from any other was the lack of a pilot, but not
that of a mind. And right now that mind was frustrated.
After days of searching and narrowing down their targets
position they had finally traced the signal of their quarry to a
small museum only for the signal to vanish as they approached the
human city it emanated from. The helicopter continued to sweep
through the city, its advanced sensors searching for that certain
unique ionic signature that had drawn them here.
***
Hawk unlocked the door to his apartment and stepped
through, putting the heavy suitcase onto the floor next to the door.
After removing his shoes and putting them on his shoe rack he
headed towards the kitchen and turned a cooker hob on. As the hob
warmed up, he opened up a cupboard and pulled out a saucepan
that he placed onto the now hot stove and removed the lid, swiftly
placing his hand inside. His fingers slipped slowly into perfectly
shaped groves and he sighed as the complex Cybertronian
technology inside his body converted the heat energy from the
cooker into a form appropriate to sustain the plasma energon flow
within his body. He picked up a box of cereal and glanced in the
interior. A slight shake and the free gift inside was revealed. He
pulled it out and laid it neatly beside the rest of the set on the table
and filed the uneaten box of cereal next to the small collection of
similar boxes on the worktop. As he continued to recharge he took
a moment to glance through the rickety blind of his kitchen and
noticed a helicopter sweeping past.
***
“Protectobot Blades to Protectobot leader Hot Spot. I can confirm
no resumption of contact with the object. Perhaps we were
misinformed?”
“Hot Spot here. Keep your rotors running Blades. The humans we
questioned had no reason to lie.”
“That we know of. It’s a pity we couldn’t enter the museum and
check for ourselves. The Commander is after all attaching the
highest of significance to this mission.”
“Which is why we will successfully conclude it. I will dispatch
Streetwise to the museum. He can use his disguise and human
facsimile construct to find out what we need to know. In the
meantime continue your search pattern. If the artefact has been
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“I’m sure you said the same about the Combaticons on our last
mission...”

***
Hawk turned the cooker off and carefully placed the
saucepan back into the cupboard. Toggling the window blind shut
he returned to his suitcase. He picked it up and laid it on the neat,
perfectly made, bed that occupied one corner of his apartment. He
didn’t need to sleep in it. He hadn’t slept in decades now, but it
was good to keep in practice. He unsprung the locks on the case
and lifted the contents out. He held it up and a shaft of sunlight
leaking through a broken slat on the blind illuminated it. It glowed
back a brilliant blue. He blinked, it glowed maybe a little too
brightly. Ouch.
***
“Hot Spot? This is Streetwise. I have new information.”
“This is Hot Spot. Go ahead.”
“The object we are looking for was definitely removed earlier
today from the Native American exhibition on the Raven Legend
in the east wing of the museum as featured by that female human
Thorne on the humans Tee Vee transmissions. I have a visual
record confirming this. I am transmitting it to you now.”
“Received and relayed to all other Protectobots. Do you have
further information?”
“Yes. The object we are looking for is from what I can tell an
ancient metallic axe head, reputedly of magical strength and
durability... I have a name and address for the individual who
removed it. A Geoffrey Hawk, located at...”
***
Hawk continued to gaze up at the object. Upheld in his
hands was a foot long sliver of blue metal. His inbuilt sensor arrays
had already confirmed the object as a pure Cybertronian alloy.
Finally, after so many years, he had the key to his restoration.
***
“Blades to Hot Spot. Sorry to interrupt but I have a lock on the
signal. The coordinates match those of the human address provided
by Streetwise.”
“Very good. Blades, maintain a two kilometer perimeter around
those co-ordinates. I want no external interference. Streetwise,
Groove, First Aid: converge at that location.”
***
The temptation was so great. Finally after decades of
waiting, after all the pain and torment of the Masterforce War,
he finally had the key to restoring his true human body. He could
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shed his alternate persona of Metalhawk and at least try to regain
his humanity and be rid of the mechanical creature within him.
He would again have all that was his. He would be weak, organic
and blissfully so. And finally able to taste when his cup of tea was
too weak or too strong. The anticipation was great. Yes. He would
carry out the mighty acts required to restore his true life. With this
axe!
But he had to wait to nightfall to make one final use of
his hated alter-ego in order to travel to his old companions’ crashed
starship one last time. But it was only a matter of time. He looked
at his watch. Darn it. It had stopped.
***
Hot Spot rolled slowly up the street opposite Hawk’s apartment,
“Protectobot leader Hot Spot radioing Autobot Commander
Grimlock.”
The image of his leader appeared on his internal monitor,
“Grimlock receiving. What status?”
“We have the object on direct scanners. It is located on the 5th
floor of a human inhabited building.”
“How long till you get it? Ark refuelling nearing completion.
Ready to launch in two days.”
Hot Spot stopped outside the apartment. “We will wait
for the human to come out with the object and then remove it from
him. Knowledge of our presence by the humans will therefore be
minimised. I should think we will meet the deadline.”
“Don’t think, do,” Grimlock’s voice barked over the radio. “Take
aggressive action. Me say it okay.”
“At once, Commander. Uhhh.. Commander?”
“Yes?”
“Is that a chin strap on your crown now?”
“Of course it is! This construction site. Health and Safety
regulations you know!” Grimlock cut the radio link. As he did
so, a compartment along Hot Spot’s side slid open and a dull grey
coloured cannon unfolded from within. The few remaining passers
by that Blades had not managed to scare off soon started to run
when the cannon spewed forth a bright white jet of
flame aimed at the base of the building.
***
As the fire alarms screeched Hawk grabbed his suitcase
and left his apartment following the masses as they headed out
onto the street. He ducked down a side exit, suspicious that this
alarm was at a rather too coincidental time. Clutching the suitcase
to his chest he pushed through an unopened fire escape that lead
into what he hoped was an empty alleyway and immediately
tripped over a motorcycle that had been left carelessly in front of
the exit. Great! His shoes were scuffed now.
Picking himself off the concrete floor he scampered over
to the now broken open suitcase just as he caught sight of a blue
fire engine hurtling past. He gathered together the suitcase and
the axe head that had now fallen out of it. Realising the axe head
was no longer shielded by the specially constructed lining in the
suitcase he gathered it and the suitcase up and started to head out
of the alleyway, rubbing dust from his suit.
“Human, please don’t move.”
The synthesized voice from behind him startled Hawk and for a
moment he couldn’t turn around. In that moment he heard what
was to him the familiar sound of a transformation. ‘Not again’
thought Hawk. He turned round to find a silver and white robot
now confronting him. The motorbike handlebars across its back
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a giveaway to its alternate identity. A weapon was leveled at him
from the robot’s hand.					
“Are you a Decepticon?” Hawk decided to play for time. He
recognised neither the weapon nor the robot and in the dark
shadows he could not see any kind of insignia on his opponent.
Looking over the strange waddling robot, he could see build
standards had slipped since he had fought in the Transformer’s
War. Nice feet for instance. Really, what kind of feet were those?
So small! So squat! So...upholstered!
The robot looked surprised at the question and grimaced
slightly, “Of course not. Nor do I have a desire to hurt you. My
weapon will not kill but its effects would be uncomfortable and
perhaps long-term if you force me to fire.”
“What do you want from me?” Hawk stepped back as the robot
started stepping forward, towering above him.
“The item you carry.” A giant hand was extended towards Hawk.
“Give it to me.”
“And if I refuse?”
“Then I will have to fire.”
“You say you are not Decepticon, but you’re certainly not like any
Autobot I’ve ever known.”
“Please hand me the alloy.”
“No. I have need of it.”
“I must insist.”
“Then I must...” Hawk dropped the suitcase and clamped his wrists
together, “....Transform!” Upon the mental command from Hawk,
complex embedded alien technologies got to work inside his body.
His human flesh retracted in on itself to be replaced by a suit of
dense
Cybertronian armour. Not quite as smart as his regular suit but at
least the shoes couldn’t scuff.
The now armoured Hawk crossed his wrists and energy
converters got to work, enlarging and replacing the last of his
biological nature with hard Cybertronian alloys in a brilliant flash
of blue light.
Groove stepped back from the blue and golden Autobot
who now stood in the place of the human and which was looking
him straight in the optics.
“Who are you??” Groove managed to stammer out. The other
robot shifted position,
“My name is Metalhawk,” he spat.
“Swell!” cried Groove as he spun on his heel and tried to run.
Before he could get far, Metalhawk had sprinted after him and
drawn a sword, using it to literally disarm Groove in a short
series of fluid movements. As his optics began to overload and he
collapsed to his knees, Groove saw the other Autobot swallow up
the suitcase into himself as he converted into some sort of jet plane
and roared off.
First Aid and Streetwise rounded opposing corners
into the alleyway just as the now transformed Metalhawk was
roaring off. First Aid transformed to robot configuration and ran
to the stricken Groove as Streetwise unfurled his double-barrelled
compressed air cannon, firing at the fleeing Metalhawk but
succeeding only in shattering the roof of the opposing building.
Hawk dived low to avoid the blast from what was now
quite clearly not an ordinary police car, but before he could gather
any more thoughts a stream of fireballs sailed across his flight
path, causing him to bank to the left. His manoeuvre took him
straight into the path of a particularly grizzly looking red and white
Transformer, who was stood atop a building
levellinga pistol at him.
Confident in his ability to avoid such a simple attack

Hawk powered towards his new enemy, letting lose a salvo of
small rockets into the roof of the building directly beneath his
opponent. As he did so however he was suddenly blinded by a
sensor-overriding burst of light from the robot’s hand gun.
As the now blinded Hawk started to fly erratically Blades
turned and locked his knee-mounted rocket launchers onto the jet.
A twin strike bought the jet crashing down into a warehouse about
a mile away.
***
Hawk rubbed his optics with one hand while attempting
to lift himself up with the other. His optics stung like crazy and
were shorting on and off like mad. More dust! And debris this time
too! Darn.
Maybe he could use this axe against his adversaries...
if the legends were true it would be a formidable weapon with
which to impart vengeance upon all his enemies! But it might get
damaged. Besides he had a gun.
Who were his attackers?? Transformers certainly, but
Autobot or Decepticon? He recognised none of them and given
the aggressive and solid way he had just been bought down,
he was not too inclined to believe the motorbike’s denials of
Decepticonhood. And why were they so insistent about recovering
the artifact?
He considered transforming again and making another
run for it, but after examining the remains of his wings he decided
that was not a particularly viable option. That narrowed his choices
down to hide, fight or surrender. He would just have to wing it.
The first option was perhaps possible, but given that they had
found him once (and perhaps more) it was likely they would find
him again. Fight? Well, he’d neutralised one at least, but there
were at least four more and they had all already demonstrated a
surprising versatility in armaments and capabilities. Who knew
what their other abilities might include? At least their heads were
staying on their shoulders. Which left surrender. Surrender himself
and the artifact? Or just himself? If he placed the axe head back
in the suitcase he could hide it from their sensors once again...but
they could still find it eventually. They were after the artefact, not
himself, so they were unlikely to just give up and simply go home.
It was not like Hawk actually wanted to die or be
injured, but the artefact, the axe head, represented his last chance
to remove the corruption in his body, expunging the Cybertronian
components from it. He had cursed himself many times since
refusing Grand Maximus’ offer to do so ten years before,
convinced he could be of use to mankind, only to find himself
typically outcast.
And he missed eating. And sleeping. And real blinking,
not all that pretend business he did now. He would however miss
life even more and if these robots were meant to be Autobots then
surely they would spare him if they got what they wanted?
Suddenly it dawned on Hawk...these robots would have
exactly what he was wanting by their very nature! And if they
didn’t they would probably have access to someone or something
that did! He didn’t actually need the axe head any more, but it
could still come in useful.

ahead.”
“Confirmed, Blades. We have the crash site on visual sensors.
Protectobots: transform, draw your weapons and move in.”
“With caution. He’s a bit too good with that sword!” Groove
added, wincing from the temporary repairs First Aid had
administered to him.
The Protectobots transformed and having drawn every
weapon available to them they inched closer to the crushed
warehouse in front of them.
“Don’t fire!” Hawk shouted as he suddenly appeared from the side
of the warehouse in human form.
Hot Spot levelled one of his cannons at Hawk, “Stay
where you are.”
Hawk started to fold his arms against his chest but then
saw how that might appear so dropped them to his sides again.
“Can we make some sort of deal?”
Blades stepped forward, “Yeah you give us the object we
want and we let you go. Good enough?”
“Not really. Here’s how it will go. You take me back to whatever
Ship it is you arrived on. Then I tell you were I have hidden the
artifact.”
“You miserable human!”
Hot Spot stepped in front of Blades, “Why do you want it?”
“That’s not your concern,”
‘Mostly because I’m not entirely sure myself’, pondered Hawk to
himself.
“But if our Ship has what you need then the artifact cannot be
uniquely valuable to you.”
“True, but it’s my only bargaining chip.”
“And you’re an Autobot as well?”
“Of a kind. Not by choice certainly.”
“What do you propose?”
“Give me temporary access to your Ship and its medical scanners
and then we return here and I give you the artefact.”
Hot Spot’s radio crackled into life, “Grimlock here. Report.”
“We have the object...” Hot Spot glanced down at Hawk who
nodded back.
“Good. New mission. Arrest traitors Blaster and Goldbug!”
“Traitors..?!”
“Don’t question. Do! Bring them back to Ark immediately.
Wheeljack will relay co-ordinates.”
“We will return shortly then, Commander”
“Very good. Get on it.”
Hot Spot broke the connection, deciding some things
were best left unmentioned. Like the human Autobot before him
and the giant bow now under Grimlock’s chin. He looked down at
the human standing before him. Hawk stared back up at him.
“Well then,” Hawk said, straightening his shirt cuffs, “Shall we
go?”
THE END

***
The Protectobots combed the industrial site where Hawk had crash
landed. Blades coordinated from above while the others swept
along in parallel between the various warehouses.
“You should be approaching his position shortly. Two buildings
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Ark of Infinity

Written by Nick Davidson & Andy Turnbull
“I will not be a party to this mutual mass suicide that the two dominant
powers have in store for our kind.”
The words rang out around the room and reverberated
in the audio receptors of all present. It wasn’t quite the same as
the Iaconian Institute of Science or the Debating Chambers in the
Stellar Galleries. Not exactly, but the discussion at hand was of far
greater import than most of the discussions that had taken place
in those esteemed buildings in all of recorded history. Indeed,
the surroundings could hardly be more removed from his usual
oratoriums. An old warehouse once used to store generators for
maglev transports for the transitlines. Empty and abandoned now
for so long, but a large enough place to play host to this gathering and
the only one the Iaconian Authorities would allow him to use. Any
possible alternative deemed too high a security risk or used to store
sensitive materials. Such an obvious attempt to hamper his notions
right from the start. Still, the citystate of Iacon could scarce afford to
be seen to support any form of neutrality these days.
An undercurrent of murmuring and affirmative muttering
had enveloped the crowds. Paleon raised his arms slightly and
gestured to the crowd, and before he began to speak again, silence
settled upon the gathered attendees.
“Like you, I have seen and heard the propaganda from both sides
as to why their cause is just and why we should align ourselves to
them and their goals. I am sure I am not alone in my loathing of the
militaristic goals of those who call themselves Decepticon. I cannot
and will not accept that the only way to advance our kind is through
conquest, warfare and death.”
Pausing for a moment and making a sweep of the audience
Paleon sought to identify faces in the gallery. He could make out
Orthox, Velocitrix, and the lumbering form of the legendary Fortress
Validus. He was gladdened to see such prominent and well-respected
members of Cybertronian society showing at least some form of
support for his ideas. It lent them a more tangible credibility. As soon
as news of their appearance hit the infonet, he hoped it would sway
others who were dallying with the war to put aside any aspirations of
glory and seek a better way.
“Neither can I support the Iaconian Autobot cause. No matter how
noble their intentions, the very fact that they have assumed the tools
and methods of their enemy ensures that eventually they will one
day become them in every way conceivable. It is unavoidable, no
matter what the Council says and regardless of whatever misguided
compassion guides their actions. If that were not enough it wounds
me to see that the next heir to the Creation Matrix is a prominent
member of their forces. From what I can see he is being groomed to
become sole leader of the Iaconians. Can you imagine it? The very
being who is meant to be a symbol of all that we as a race aspire to,
the guardian of our very heritage and the only tangible surviving link
to the uncatalogued ages, fighting servo and micro-processor, sparkdeep in the life-blood of the dead and dying who oppose him and his
glorious cause. I see the future and it horrifies me.”
The assemblage rose as one from their makeshift seats
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and threw their hands in the air, cheering and demonstrating their
support for Paleon. All save Fortress Validus. In truth he could
not. His sheer size meant that any sudden movements would damage
many of his fellows: a terrible burden he had borne since his creation.
A truly great Cybertronian. He and his brothers, probably the most
physically powerful Cybertronians of their generation, all of them
revered as the best and the brightest. Such a shame that they spent
too little of their time on the planet. Their sheer scale and capabilities
meant they were often deployed to further Cybertronian initiatives in
space. Establishing colony worlds and communications arrays and
on occasions in the past they had engaged in conflict. Paleon lingered
a moment on Fortress and was heartened to see the smallest hint of a
smile on his friend’s face.
“Thank you, my friends. But please restrain yourselves. I did
not gather you all here so that we could start a third faction in this
misguided conflict. I have asked you all here so that we as equal and
free-thinking people could put our collected wisdom to the task of
finding another way.”
Paleon then stepped down from the slightly elevated
podium and onto the floor of this his makeshift assembly room. He
would never admit it to anyone else but a small part of him longed
to one day look back at this moment as the first step in a new era
for Cybertron and its people. ‘The Paleon Address,’ he laughed
inwardly to himself before moving in to speak to Validus.
Many came and took their turn at the podium. Merchants,
code-manipulators, engineers, stellar physicists, metabehavioural
technicians, load-lifters, cargo-haulers, civilian defence members and
many, many more. Each of them spoke freely with no fear of derision
or mockery by an audience that as one hoped that the person on
the podium would be the one who had all the answers. That some
remark, some half formed idea would be enough to galvanise them
and show them what course of action would be necessary in order to
preserve their planet and their people.
It didn’t come.
The gathered attendees had spent the better part of a
deca-dorn in debate and no solution had presented itself. By now
most of the attendees had gone their separate ways. All of them had
expressed their commitment to meeting again soon and to see what
they could do. It was at the very least a kind gesture, but Paleon could
not help but feel that it might not be enough.
“I was so sure that we, the finest minds, could have found a way,”
Paleon’s voice cracked with despair. He sat on an empty barrel of
liquid coolant with his head hung low, his shoulders slumped.
“There is no one solution,” Fortress said with absolute conviction as
he stood. The makeshift seat he had used during Paleon’s speech
had not survived past the second speaker. Not that he minded. He
had grown used to things like that over the cycles.
Paleon’s shoulders recoiled from their slumped position.
He became quite animated as almost of their own volition his hands
began gesticulating wildly,
“Why did you not speak of this during the meeting, my friend?”
“They were not ready to hear this. Without fail every one of the

attendees had a clear vision of how to save either our people or our
planet, not both.”
“Then we must sacrifice the one for the other.”
“No. You misunderstand me. We do not need to sacrifice anything
in the way that you mean. Sacrifice takes many forms; it is not always
a final and tangible moment that is bought by the death of another. I
speak simply of leaving this place.”
“Leave Cybertron?” Paleon could scarcely conceal the incredulity
that his friend’s matter-of-fact delivery of this one solution had
provoked.
Fortress on the other hand had no problems: his emotional
buffers did not seem even remotely taxed by his own words. Still, he
was never one for unnecessary displays of emotion. His clarity of
thought rivalled the dreaded Governor of Tarn. Thankfully, he did
not share the latter’s distasteful political views.
“You have said it yourself in your own writings. The Autobots and
Decepticons will fight over this world until one holds sway. The
conflict is so evenly matched that they will wipe each other out to
claim this planet and us along with it. What need have we of this
world? We possess all the knowledge of our generations, and the
technology needed to advance our civilisation.”
Paleon could see his life’s dream slipping away from him
as he found himself swayed by Fortress’ solution. Decavorns of
research and work would be abandoned, thrown away. He did not
think he had the strength to cast aside his own ambition, “But, there
is still much to know of our home. The Dark Ages…”
“Now I know you are rattled. You speak of them as uncatalogued
in more standard conversation. We must let go if we wish to survive
beyond our world.”
Paleon looked up at his friend. His optics filled with
sadness and resignation. He knew full well that Fortress was correct.
Were he to eschew this chance he too would be as culpable as those
such as Megatron, the Iaconian Council and their golden boy Orion
Pax.
“You are of course correct. I have always wanted to know of what our
people were before. So much conflicting data and evidence has been
gathered! A conceit of mine is that I would be the one to piece it all
together and assemble the complete and true history of Cybertron.”
Fortress smiled at his friend and in a wry tone lifted his
spirits, “Look at it this way. Instead of looking at history, we can
make it.”
“We?”
“Of course. I have spent so much time away this planet has long
ceased to be home to me. Why do you think so many of the
attendees were affiliated to my exploration teams? So many of my
team would rather we just left here and established something of our
own. Something new.”
Fortress allowed a rare glimpse into his own state of mind.
Something most of Cybertron would give its auxiliary sensor node
for. But in their times together, both he and Paleon had come to
know each other very well. Paleon had long known of the giant’s
constant wish to leave behind his current life. The outbreak of war
had curtailed any freedom that he had once experienced. Fortress
found himself constantly monitored and observed to prevent him
inadvertently straying into a hot-zone and triggering a war crimes
charge. The Iaconians could not allow it, not after what had happened
to Imperius.
Paleon extended his hand to his friend, allowing Validus’
smile to be reflected on his own countenance. As the two hands
grasped, Paleon was acutely aware that his own was dwarfed by the
mighty fist of Fortress.
“So it begins.”
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End Chapter One

Chapter Two
Confining.
That was how Cybertron felt to him these days.
He had seen so much since his matrixbirth, rarely afforded
an opportunity to experience his own home due to his vast size.
He and his brothers were charged with protecting their homeland,
utilising their superior size and strength. His brothers were not built
for war, although their current forms - bristling with weaponry of all
shapes and sizes - would put that statement to a lie. Each and every
one of them saw themselves as explorers. For in truth that was the
intent behind their creation. They were hardy specimens, the very
pinnacle of Cybertronian strength and intellect. Designed to be the
first ones to push Cybertron and its people out into the galaxy.
And for a time they had.
At first it had been barren, uninhabited worlds they had
fought. Hostile planetoids that could support no lifeforms. Truly
terrifying opponents who would give no quarter in any struggle. They
had, through clarity of thought and great resilience, bested them and
brought them to heel. Constructing hab-clusters that grew in time to
become cities and in the end covered most of the surface. With these
new planets came new resources and new elements unheard of on
Cybertron, sparking great advancements in research and technology.
The anthropology came later.
As they moved onwards and outwards it became readily
apparent that they were far from a typical form of life. He had first
heard the word during an encounter with some alien beings that
had been less than cordial: “Machine.” Such a small and ugly word
that had been used to describe him. They had swarmed over him,
looking for some hatch or access to find a pilot, so convinced were
they that inside his body there was some other creature controlling
him. He bitterly regretted giving an order to one of the sciencecorp
to reciprocate the gesture.
Then they stopped being explorers. From then on
everywhere they went they were observed and more often than not,
attacked. Civilisations from nearby planets felt highly threatened
every time they heard news of the machines colonising another dead
world. It was always as a staging post, so that they could then invade
and conquer their own worlds. He was not sure how many of them
had actually believed that this would be the case, but it was a useful
argument. The mere rumour of Cybertronian incursions into systems
seemed to spur worlds on to great technological advancements
as they geared up for what would be the inevitable war with the
Cybertronians.
He knew the various stories on both sides about how this
war came about and who started it and what the reasons were behind
it. Greed, power, desire for territory, blind pathological hatred,
religious fervour. It was none of these. It was so much smaller than
that and yet at the same time so much greater. It was fear.
Validus had felt utterly terrified as these smaller creatures
began pawing and prying at him looking to see inside. His sensors
recorded the biological data on these beings and years later he
would see the exact same thing when he knew how to interpret the
information. They too were consumed with fear. Two patterns of
life so totally different to one another had been brought together
suddenly without any warning. There was only one way it was going
to end; there was no other possibility.
‘War’.
That was what the aliens had called it. It was nothing
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of the sort, at least not as he knew it. Fleet after fleet of the aliens
forces fell upon the colony worlds as they attempted to wipe out the
Cybertronians. Fleet after fleet was destroyed. He took no pride
in it. The simple truth was that not one of these races was on a
sufficient technological footing to combat his people. Yes, there had
been losses. Cybertronians were indeed killed and one or two worlds
fell initially but in the end his people had met their opponents and
beaten them.
It was a few hundred years before many of the races
admitted defeat. Brought low and to the brink of annihilation ,they
offered their unconditional surrender. What followed next could not
have been any more regrettable. It fell to Imperius and himself to
accept the surrender of the assembled worlds that had fought against
them. They arrived on the near dead world and listened to the aliens’
platitudes and statements. The aliens offered them their worlds as
part of their domain and stated that they would offer their obeisance
to the Cybertronians.
He nearly wept. Had they learned so little of him and his
kind? In all their centuries out there not once had they taken a world
that was inhabited. They had no need to use the resources of others
for their own needs.
Imperius was enraged by their offer. Had he been present
on his own it would have been doubtful that any of these alien leaders
would have survived. They had thrown away so many lives on both
sides because their own point of view was so blinkered. From then
on Imperius would not address them or acknowledge their presence.
His devotion to the people who were under his jurisdiction had been
legendary. He looked at these aliens as being unfit to lead and having
betrayed all those who served under them. To him there was no
greater transgression.
Validus’ own culpability in this meant that he could not
afford the luxury of the moral high ground. However, these beings
were unfit to lead their people. They had no choice but to take
command and rebuild these shattered worlds. Not in their own image
but as they were. Orders were swiftly given and the ruling classes of
most of these worlds were interned as the Cybertronians met with as
many people as they could in order to assemble governing bodies
that would be fit to rule these planets on behalf of their people. Of
course, centuries of propaganda were not so easily wiped away, and
as soon as the old rulers realised that genocide was not a part of the
Cybertronian agenda their thoughts quickly returned to the fates of
their own hides. While most military and political leaders were either
arrested by local or Cybertronian forces, lynched by vast mobs of
the bereaved or found dead having been unable to cope with the
sheer enormity of their mistake, there always seemed to be a few
on each world who escaped. There were always a few blindly loyal
citizens willing to hide them, people who refused to believe the truth
and for whom the Cybertronians would always be the hated enemy.
Often in such circumstances, the surrounding population, though
uninvolved, could not bring themselves to inform the Cybertronians
of the whereabouts or activities of such groups. The reasoning was the
same as always: these resistance cells, working as they inevitably were
against the rebuilding of their own homes and infrastructures, were
still “us”, and the Cybertronians, no matter how hard they worked
to give their former enemies a brighter future, were still “them”.
It eventually became clear to Validus that the organic races would
always hate and fear them, and that the war would never truly end.
The sciencecorp had spotted it almost immediately, in the
early days of the war when they were just beginning to understand the
physiology of the attacking aliens. Their brains, though inefficient, were
fairly complex. From the analysis of intact corpses and occasional live
prisoners they began to learn how the different parts of these strange
devices functioned and interconnected. It was soon discovered that
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the focal point of all of an organic brain’s activity, regardless of race or
planet of origin, was a small cluster deep in the centre of the structure.
It was rather simple compared to its surrounding node, seeming to
have little to do with any higher functions, and yet holding the highest
interrupt priority of them all.
The purpose of this cluster did not become apparent until
much later in the conflict, when the first morphcores became available
to non-combat personnel. Sciencecorp staff suddenly had the ability
to visit the homeworlds of the aggressive aliens freely, disguised as
any Cybertronian-sized vehicle or piece of equipment. There they
finally had an opportunity to examine the bizarre and brutal world of
non-sentient organic life. Some of them sat motionless on the ground
partly submerged in a sticky brown powder, until they were eaten by
the myriad of mobile organics. Then larger mobile organics would
catch and eat the smaller ones. Then when these larger mobiles
died they were in turn eaten by tiny mobiles that lived in the brown
powder, where presumably the circle of death and resource theft was
completed. It was horrible.
This was not the greatest revelation. The sciencecorp began
gathering samples of these strange lower creatures. Unfortunately,
the maintenance requirements of the creatures were beyond them
and even the larger mobiles ended up dead within a few joors, but
not before sciencecorp ran a battery of their most important tests on
them, as they were wont to do.
The mobiles shared all manner of structural and
compositional similarities with the sentient races that attacked them
daily: an organic and calcium phosphate endostructure, highly
inefficient acid-based fuel processing system, oxygen extractors, iron
solution pump, and brains. Some of the mobiles were larger than the
sentients they had encountered, but the brains were always smaller,
less developed in some significant way. Always in the centre was
a small high priority cluster. Even the smallest and least complex
mobiles they had been able to collect and keep intact had this
cluster, even if they had little else to think with. Various scientists
had suggested what it was used for, but none knew for sure until the
behavioural studies finally confirmed their most pessimistic guesses.
It was where the fear came from.
Small mobiles ran from large mobiles because they feared
being eaten by them. Large mobiles kept their protoforms nearby
because they feared that another large mobile would eat them. Fear
had the highest priority because it kept them alive in an environment
where death by devouring was the end of all things. The cluster was
small and simple, so instruction sets like “run” or “climb” or “fly”
could be run as fast as possible. Even sentient organics had it, because
it kept them out of the circle of death long enough to develop their
technology and escape it once and for all.
Naturally occurring gears and pulleys. The theory was
gaining support on Cybertron when Validus and his fleet left. The idea
that Cybertronians developed from mechanical components growing
out of the surface of the planet, by sheer high-volume trial and error
rather than Primus himself moulding them and popping them out of
the ground as finished articles. It made sense. Mechanical life tended
towards complexity; therefore it must have started as something
simple.
But they were not still just gears and pulleys. As technology
advanced, old parts were exchanged for new. Electronic transistors
replaced valves, quantum state storage replaced magnetic spin, IR
laser circuit etching begat UV etching, and so it went on. Technology
advanced, but when a new part came along it was not jammed in on
top of the old: the old part was thrown away or recycled.
Not so with the organic races: they carried their gears
and pulleys with them. The evidence was everywhere, once they
knew what to look for: redundant organs, flightless wings, tails with

insufficient data streams to properly control them; even the amazing,
self-duplicating molecules that made these creatures possible were
full of outdated, irrelevant and useless data. Perhaps, Validus had
wondered, carbon was not a good material for making life. These
creatures were deeply flawed, and the flaws could not be removed.
And so, after several joors of contemplation and debate, he made his
report to the council, who in turn gave the order to all projects and
colonies to withdraw and return to Cybertron. There was nothing to
be gained by contact with organic races, and a Cybertronian presence
among them would only lead to more fear and hatred and war
until nothing of them remained but the tiny creatures in the brown
powder.
The organics seemed just about able to stand each other’s
presence, with familiarity apparently dampening their aggression. A
member of the sciencecorp had suggested using morphcores to appear
as organic creatures, but his prototypes were far from convincing, not
to mention completely out of scale.
One by one the colonies disappeared from the barren
worlds they had chosen as their new homes. The early habitation
modules easily reconfigured back into space transporters, while later
more permanent structures were salvaged and demolished. The
Cybertronians would wash their hands of this dark period of galactic
history by destroying any evidence that they were ever there. The
redundant warships became evacuation transports lifting construction
crews and diplomats from the organic worlds, and the organics were
left to finish their own rebuilding. There would be chaos and violence
as all the old factions, and doubtless many new ones, rose up and
tried to claim power over the rest, but this could not have been
prevented. The organics would be left with their violence and their
fear, and Validus’ people would return home, where it was safe. After
all, nothing like this could ever happen there.
A few vorns later, Megatron’s forces were hammering
upon the gates of Iacon. The decision to limit the Cybertronian race
to Cybertron was not the sole trigger for the war, but it was a driving
force. Again, it was fear that lay at the root of the conflict. Many
Cybertronians feared stagnation and overcrowding on a single planet
of finite resources and ever-increasing population, so they challenged
the Iaconian council over their isolationist policy. The council feared
changes to the status quo and the loss of its influence if their race
spread itself across the galaxy, and grew increasingly belligerent.
Then that fateful night in the blinding flash of two photon missiles,
Iacon’s neighbours ceased to exist and everything went to hell.
That Vos and Tarn had destroyed each other did not seem
to matter. Iacon, so the propaganda stated, could have intervened
and prevented the mutual annihilation of the two city-states, but failed
to do so because their destruction was in its best interests. Megatron
rallied the survivors, along with anyone who could carry or mount a
weapon and had a grudge to settle, and so the Decepticon movement
was born. The leaders who were truly responsible escaped and an
outside party paid the price for their paranoia. It was all so horribly
familiar. Not a perfect mirror, but then it was not a perfect universe.
Perhaps, Validus considered, what Cybertron needed was
a race that appeared to them as they had appeared to the organics.
Perhaps some gigantic cosmic version of Imperius was needed to
lay down the law, round up the truly responsible and hold them to
account for their terrible crimes against the people they had been
charged with protecting.
Imperius had been the most vocal opponent of the order
to return to Cybertron. He felt that the various resistance movements
would see their action as capitulation and would claim victory, and
he could not stand even the idea of that. And yet, there was more to
it than just pride. He genuinely believed that there was a chance that
their races could co-exist. He seemed to see something in the organic
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creatures that Validus could not, and he always maintained that they
were more alike than either of them could imagine.
You were right old friend, Validus thought as his battle
station form rumbled past the checkpoint outside the Stellar Galleries.
By the flames of Boltax, you were right.
End Chapter Two

Chapter Three
Events had moved quickly since that first meeting organised
by Paleon. They had assembled a long list of citizens eager to depart
from Cybertron and start anew. All that remained was to convince the
Iaconian council that they should be allowed to leave, and that meant
clearing things with the military.
The Stellarium on the ground floor had been reserved for
the meeting of Fortress Validus and the Autobot high command.
It had a sufficiently high ceiling to accommodate the enormous
Transformer. The viewing platforms would allow the others to
converse on his level rather than talking to his knees.
A group of nondescript grey technicians were just leaving
as Validus approached. Driving indoors was considered rather
uncouth, especially in a public building, but it was more dignified
than traversing the half kilometre of corridors between the entrance
and the Stellarium on his hands and knees. They walked back along
the corridor and past the door rather than try to squeeze past. Validus
thanked them for their patience as he executed a careful five-point
turn and eased his battle station form into the room.
Inside was a smooth dome a hundred metres high. Two
rows of antigrav viewing platforms were stacked either side of the
entrance. Opposite the door was a long, narrow hatch from which
the various floating holo-emitters would rise to project their maps
of the cosmos. Validus had recorded some of those images himself
during Cybertron’s all-too-brief period of interstellar exploration.
He doubted that Tomaandi had put much thought into the location
of their meeting outwith the issues of dimensions and accessibility,
but he had chosen poorly if they hoped to convince him to stay.
The recollections this place brought to his active memory only
strengthened his determination to abandon this world for somewhere
less insane.
His portside hangar door swung open and a portable server trundled
out. It transformed into the boxy form of Omniscia, whom Paleon
had insisted accompany Validus to his meeting. She was both part
and, in a sense, the sum total of what she and her peers considered
the next stage in Cybertronian neural hardware development. A
networked consciousness, the minds of upwards of two thousand
willing Transformers connected via quantum rope. Between their
entire movement, Omniscia had access to more knowledge and
debating skill than any other Transformer alive, though the question
of how well it could be brought to bear was still open.
The technology used by the “Core Consciousness” was
high bandwidth, impossible to block, and impossible to detect. It was
also the best kept secret on Cybertron. For fear that the technology
would be perverted into an implement of interrogation or torture the
entire movement was sworn to secrecy, and potential new members
were contacted only though word of speaker. According to the
Infonet, they were simply a prayer-code group.
“Why aren’t they here to meet us?” she asked. Validus concluded that
she was probably talking to ‘herself’ and turned on the yellow flashing
lights across his hull that signalled his imminent transformation.
“They have something more important to attend to, I suppose. Still,
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they could have sent someone here to meet us. Well, there were
those technicians but they barely said hello. Maybe they’re just being
rude, or they intended to be late thus making us wait for them to
reinforce their superiority over us. It’s basic psychology. Or they
could just be running late. War rarely runs to any kind of schedule.
That’s it. Yes.”
Validus sat up. His upper body rotated a hundred and
eighty degrees and his upper torso slid down to lock into position.
His rear treads flipped down to lie across his shoulders, and his head
slid up into place. His lights stopped flashing, and he reached out to
place a hand on the frantic Autobot’s shoulder. She whirled round to
face him, “No. They’ve got two breems and then we’re leaving. We
should not tolerate being treated like… this.” Omniscia’s shoulders
sagged, and she seemed to regain some composure. “I’m sorry,
Validus. Our meeting is drawing a great deal of attention. We all
mean well. I think we’re all settled now,” She never referred to other
members in the third person.
“I understand,” he said patiently. “I am grateful for all of your
support.”
Validus moved to stand up, and not a moment too soon.
Two soldiers marched in and stood to attention on either side of the
entrance. Behind them stood the tarnished golden form of Emirate
Xaaron, flanked by Generals Traachon and Tomaandi. Though
barely larger than a Minibot, Xaaron stood out. He had chosen
to deck himself out in the gold and silver pattern of the guardian
units for a reason. He saw himself as a defender of Iacon in a very
literal sense, and much of the Autobot race agreed with him. He was
perhaps the most gifted military strategist that had ever been birthed
in Iacon, and he was a patriot. Validus rather hoped that he would
have been too busy to join them.
Once the three Autobot commanders were inside, the two
soldiers picked up two platforms from the stacks and laid the eight
metre squares in front of Tomaandi and Traachon. The red one
turned back to pick up a second platform for Xaaron to use, but the
small golden Autobot was already securing one.
“Thank you, Ironhide,” he said in his small, clear voice. “Will you
and Flanker please step outside and seal the door.”
Ironhide and his green companion saluted smartly and
left. The grand entrance doors slid shut behind them. Traachon was
already raising himself towards Validus’ optic level. He passed it by a
little under a metre, and then stopped. Now that’s basic psychology,
Validus thought to himself. He also thought that Traachon looked as
if he had just completed four concurrent work cycles holding up the
universe. Of the three, Traachon was the least fit to be in a position
of command during a war. He was neither a fool nor a coward, but
the responsibilities of warfare did not sit well with him.
Down at floor level, Tomaandi was inviting Omniscia
to share his platform, “These contraptions are designed for up to
four regular Transformers, after all. No sense wasting energy.” She
accepted, and the pair rose up to the level of Validus’ face. Xaaron
rose up after them, and stopped his platform level with Tomaandi’s.
“Fortress Validus,” Xaaron began, “we have read your extensive
proposal. I believe we all now understand your position and that of
your colleagues. Your reasoning is… logical.” This was high praise
from Xaaron. “Now, we would like to hear it from you.”
“Do you doubt Fortress Validus’ conviction?” Omniscia asked,
“Validus is arguably the most committed member of our organisation.
In fact, it was he who originally proposed the evacuation strategy that”
Xaaron had raised his hand. Not in a threatening way. He
simply held it with palm open facing her, just below head height.
Across Cybertron, over two thousand Transformers found themselves
staring at their feet.
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“We simply wish to verify that the specifics of your proposal reflect
what you yourself deem to be feasible.”
“The numbers speak for themselves,” Validus said slowly. “The
power required to raise a space transporter of acceptable size from
Cybertron’s surface into orbit and from there into hyperspace would
otherwise be drained from Iacon’s reserves by our members in less
than half a vorn. There are eighteen such vessels lying disused in
bases across Iacon, where they have lain since our colonists were
recalled. We will not fight fellow Cybertronians, so we can be of no
use to your war effort-”
“Excuse me,” Tomaandi interrupted, “speaking of the return of our
colonists, the decision to withdraw from extraplanetary expeditions
was based on your recommendations. You said that the boundless
other races in the universe are so different from us that there exists no
hope for peaceful relationships with them. You said that war would
follow us wherever we go. How can you cite the war on Cybertron as
a reason for your people to evacuate, only to initiate a dozen more
out there with Primus knows how many other races?” He gestured
towards the ceiling to demonstrate ‘out there’.
“This was already covered in the proposal,” Validus replied. “During
our period of exploration our sciencecorp discovered that eighty-four
percent of planetary systems in our galaxy are incapable of supporting
any form of organic life. Of those that remain, ninety-nine point
eight- eight-three percent of those are unlikely to develop the capacity
for interstellar travel. On our earlier missions, many Ships actively
sought out alien life, naively assuming that we would become friends
and learn from each other. If we had enacted a policy of isolation and
actively avoided inhabited regions, we could have remained separated
from other races for hundreds of vorns.”
“And what then?” Traachon blurted. “What will you do when these
aliens threaten to find your new colonies? Will you vie for peace
again? Pack up and run? Stand and fight?” He punctuated every
question with wild arm movements.
“We will decide that when the time comes.”
“Are all of your members aware of the risks?” It was Xaaron who
spoke this time. “Do they understand that they may have no choice
but to take up arms to protect themselves from annihilation?”
“We are,” Omniscia said, somewhat louder than was necessary.
The words reverberated around the cavernous stellarium. “All of us
are aware of the dangers, and we accept them. Even the worst case
scenario is preferable to remaining here and destroying ourselves.”
“We are hardly destroying ourselves!” Traachon barked. “The
Decepticons are the destroyers! They hate everything that is different
to them! I suppose you think they’re going to see a spacecraft that size
take off and just ignore it, do you? You’ll be shot down before you
can reach orbit!”
“We will not,” Validus said calmly.
“What makes you so sure?”
“We have already spoken to the Decepticons, and they have
guaranteed us safe passage.”
Traachon nearly fell off his platform. Omniscia looked at
Tomaandi. His mouthplate revealed nothing, but his optics told her
everything she needed to know. Something had to be done, or the
pair of them would end up in stasis-prison for collaboration and their
whole plan would go down -so to speak- in flames.
“Orthox,” she blurted out, “spoke to… one of Megatron’s senior
officers. Soundwave, I think his name was. He… he said that the
Decepticons had no interest in destroying non-combatants, and that
we were free to go.”
Orthox was their trump card. As a cleric, he could call no
Cybertronian ‘enemy’ and as such could not be guilty of collaboration.
More than that, he was the reason why the council would have to give
them a ship. People always turned to Primus in times of hardship, and

in these dark times with Decepticons at the gates gifts to the Church
were looked upon very favourably by the masses. The council were
not the only ones with ships. Private companies had invested heavily
in the Cybertronian expansion period, and a few of them still had
operational space transporters. They could pass their now useless
ships on to Orthox and win the favour of the people, not to mention
make the council look like selfish heathens.
“But,” an incredulous Traachon began, “the Decepticons are evil.
They cannot be trusted.”
“Even Decepticons believe in Primus,” Validus said, “and Orthox is
generally accepted as one of the foremost authorities on Him. Also,
he is publicly associated with our movement. If they attack us, they
attack him. The Decepticons would have nothing to gain and would
risk alienating their own warriors.”
“Speaking of Primus,” said Traachon, slowly regaining his composure.
“I take it that none of the faithful among your group of evacuees is
concerned about the covenant prophecy of the return of Unicron?”
Orthox to the rescue once again. “Actually, no,” Omniscia
replied. “In a recent debate with the Matrix Templars, Orthox
proved that determinacy is a conceptual dead-end, and that not all
acts are in fact acts of Primus, and therefore it is not required for all
Cybertronians to enforce Primus’ will in order for the prophecies laid
down in the covenant to be fulfilled.”
Traachon struggled to think of a rebuttal, but any interest
he had in theology had long since been dumped to inactive memory.
All he managed to say in response was: “oh.”
“Also, with regards to our specific situation, recent upgrades in
translation software have confirmed that the first chapter concerning
the return of the Chaos Bringer states that ‘Primus will gather His
children together’, not that ‘Primus’ children will gather together’ as
was originally thought, so if the prophecy is indeed accurate, then
we will all be summoned back to Cybertron in the event of the
apocalypse anyway. Of course, if the prophecy turns out to be more
figurative and the return of the Chaos Bringer simply refers to the
heat death of the Universe, it doesn’t really matter where we are when
that happens, now does it?”
Traachon was speechless. Somewhere across Cybertron,
two amateur theologians and a monk developed broad grins of
satisfaction. At the same time, one amateur, two monks and a cleric
became unexpectedly moody and irascible. With theology, as with so
many things in life, reaching a consensus was impossible.
“I attended that debate,” Xaaron said. “Orthox is a very intelligent
and gifted Transformer. Cybertron will be a less enlightened place
without him.” Without another word his platform began to descend.
Something about the small Autobot triggered a conflict in Validus’
pattern recognition software, but he ignored it.
“Wait!” Omniscia shouted. “You- you mean you’re going to let us
leave? We can have a Ship?”
Xaaron stopped, “Your argument is logical. Accepting
your proposal would seem to be the only rational course of action.”
Validus smiled and looked over at Omniscia, who was
grinning broadly. The entire Core Consciousness was celebrating.
Their joy threatened to overwhelm her, at least until Tomaandi
raised his hand and horrible, creeping doubt began to radiate from
her across the network.
“Wait a moment. We still haven’t settled the issue of Fortress Validus
himself.”
“What ‘issue’ is there to be settled?” The giant asked, his brow
furrowing.
Tomaandi looked guiltily at Omniscia’s despairing face
next to him. Bad news and its delivery was not his forte. “Well, you
see-”
“Maximus has been decommissioned.” Traachon had no such
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qualms. All optics turned to him.
“His body has been dismantled. All useful parts and equipment have
been salvaged and distributed among various military projects. The
rest is being melted down and recycled. His weapon systems are
being transported to the southern front as we speak, for integration
into our fortifications there. His brain module and as much of his
circuitry as would fit have been transferred to a regular sized Autobot
warrior chassis. He has assumed the role of a unit commander under
Optimus Prime.”
“But…” Validus began, “the fourth amendment of the Pax Cybertronia
treaty states that Fortresses cannot engage in combat with other
Cybertronians.”
“Maximus is no longer a Fortress, except perhaps in name, and
neither is his body.”
“Well, how very… literal. And you would have me submit to the same
procedures?”
“Call it a parting gift to the city of your birth,” Tomaandi suggested.
“My birth,” Validus replied, his voice taking on an angry edge “was
a long time ago. Maximus is a patriot in the truest sense of the word.
He constructed many of Iacon’s greatest wonders with his own hands
and tools. He has spent his entire life within her walls. I am not so in
love with this place, or what it has come to represent.”
Traachon was indignant. Tomaandi was silent, but visibly
troubled. Omniscia was in shock. She could not conceive of what
Traachon had just asked Validus to do. It was sickening. She had also
never seen Validus angry before.
“Moreover, my body is my own! It does not belong to the council
or to Iacon, or to Cybertron itself!” He shook his fist for emphasis,
creating gusts of wind that rocked the three antigrav platforms. “You
have no right to ask me to take part in an insanely dangerous cerebral
circuitry transfer just because you are short on spare parts!”
“We appreciate the gravity of our request, Validus,” said Xaaron,
not even unnerved by the colossal Autobot’s outburst, “and we
understand that Maximus may be a unique case. He came to us with
the suggestion, not the other way round. Perhaps it was wrong of us
to even mention it to you. I am sorry.” The Emirate bowed his head,
and suddenly Validusrealised what it was about him that had changed
since last the pair had met. There were two new joints, either side of
his neck, which had not been there before. They were only visible
from above.
“You have changed your configuration,” Validus observed before he
could stop himself. A scenario formed in his mind, and he realised
that he had lumbered into a carefully laid trap.
“I have indeed,” Xaaron replied. “A new vehicle form. Would you
like to see it?”
NO, Validus thought. I do not want to see it because I already have
some idea of what it will be and what it will signify but it was too late
to turn back now. “Yes,” he said.
“Very well.” Xaaron’s forearms sprang open, and his fists rotated
inside, replaced on the outside by a pair of large electrodes. His head
slid inside his torso, which in turn folded forwards neatly in half so
that his shoulders were now facing his feet. Wheels emerged from
his back and legs as his upper arms telescoped inside his forearms.
Two lengths of caterpillar track shot out from his ankles and ran up
his back as he began to tip backwards. His arms folded down until
his shoulders were either side of where his head used to be, and then
locked together. The tracks fed into two new openings on his back
and connected to something within with a quiet ‘clunk’. As his new
treads came down to rest on the platform, his feet shifted into the
position of a frontal battering ram, and where Emirate Xaaron had
once stood there now sat a long, low battle tank equipped with a large
sonic cannon.
“I’m leaving to take direct command of the southern front at the start
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of the next cycle. They’re having some real problems out there.”
Validus looked down at his feet. They suddenly seemed very far
away.
“I am not a warrior by choice, Validus, and neither were you when
the carbon creatures fell upon your colonies and you were forced
to defend yourselves. You will not take up arms against your
fellow Cybertronians. I understand your position. Primus knows I
sympathise with it, but someone has to stand up to the Decepticons.
You retreated from our off-world colonies to spare the rest of the
universe from destroying itself by attacking us. Expansion has been a
part of Megatron’s agenda from the earliest days of the war. What do
you think will happen to these other races once Megatron controls
all of Cybertron?”
“He will never control all of Cybertron,” Validus said. The words
sounded hollow, as if part of him did not believe them. “After all,
you have the Matrix.”
“Yes, the Creation Matrix, and a fine and courageous Autobot to
carry it. We build our grand armies. He gives them life. We send
them into battle, Megatron’s forces kill them. We build more, and
so it goes on,” Xaaron transformed back to robot mode and stood
up. “Except it can’t go on forever. Our resources have boundaries
set by Iacon’s walls while Megatron’s grow continually. Megatron can
recruit new soldiers faster than we can construct them, and anyone
can see that they have the advantage on the battlefield.
Iacon’s industrial capacity is faltering. The Decepticons
have been sabotaging our facilities and supply chains. We have no
idea how they are getting in or out, and once the disruption works
its way up to the front lines, they always attack in force. If we cannot
stop the sabotage, no amount of bravery or dedication will save us.
Our most likely simulations give us a vorn if the situation does not
improve. One vorn. Then Iacon will fall, and Megatron will likely
reign over all of Cybertron. The Decepticons will spread out from
our world like a plague of scraplets, and nothing in the universe
will be able to oppose them. The very creatures you sacrificed the
freedom of the cosmos for will be trampled underfoot.”
Xaaron did not know him. He assumed that his past
actions had been based on virtue and altruism, rather than contempt
and disgust. Departing from Cybertron to leave more fuel for those
who remained was an interesting spin, but it had never factored into
his thinking until he had to compile the proposal for the council.
In truth, he had been concerned only with his own survival and the
survival of those around him. He was not afraid. He was not afraid.
He did not want to die, he did not want his friends to die, and he did
not want to kill anyone else.
Neither did Xaaron. Damn him! The war between Autobot
and Decepticon was not good against evil, freedom against tyranny,
quiet pacifism against aggressive imperialism. Neither side was right
and neither was fully wrong. This fact was hard to call to mind while
in Xaaron’s presence. Tomaandi and even Traachon were inspiring
in their own way. Tomaandi, the genial optimist, managed to keep
up his brave front in the face of the apparent onrushing extinction
of his entire race. Traachon had no brave front, but still managed to
operate in a role so far removed from his own way of thinking that
he was practically an alien visitor in his own war room. He wondered
if Traachon’s viewpoint would ever be changed by a sustained war.
But Xaaron… he radiated inspiration. He emitted selflessness. Damn
him.
Validus looked down at his open hand and contemplated
his own construction. One point four trillion transistors. Over eight
thousand motors. A large and elaborate sensor package, capable
of monitoring a wide range of electromagnetic, gravitational and
chemical inputs. Six independently operable weapon systems, not
counting the two massive fixed rail cannons running through his
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torso.
He thought back to their early space missions, and how
frantically they had to work to construct reactors and generators from
any available energy sources before their reserves ran out. His own
fuel consumption rate was astronomical, and while auxiliary fusion
reactors could lighten the load, he still needed a steady supply of
hydrogen which would have to be extracted and transported,
thus returning him neatly to square one. His enormous body was
an advantage in construction and in warfare, but an unnecessary
extravagance everywhere else. They would not be engaging in warfare,
and there was more than one way to raise a habitation module. Once
their new home among the stars was completed, what reason would
he have to remain as he was? He found himself calculating how many
new Autobots could be armoured with the metal of his hide.
“Regardless of my answer, our access to a interstellar transport is
guaranteed?”
“As I said, it is the only logical course of action. Besides,” Xaaron
said innocently, “I thought you had already given us your answer.”
Finally, Validus thought about the dangers of a cerebral
transplant procedure. Since the advent of the truly modular chassis
two hundred vorns ago, the focus in design for new Transformers
had been increasingly geared towards easy swapping in and out of
components, up to and including the brain module. Current modules
could be safely removed by a pair of earthed wire cutters and connected
by a trained amateur with a soldering bolt. Validus’ generation was
not so fortunate. His brain was a large, complex and extremely fragile
net of electronic junctions, patched into surrounding systems by over
ten thousand separate connectors. The slightest jar to its exposed
structure could lead to horrendous damage. A Decepticon strike on
a neighbouring district could create enough seismic disturbance to
kill him on the operating table.
And yet, safeguards were in place. Neurosurgical theatres
across Iacon were now almost completely shockproof. A properly
calibrated balanced graviton net could transport structures as complex
as a Transformer brain with every atom held separately at exactly the
same orientation. The success rate for such operations stood at eighty
three percent, and was rising all the time. The odds were not perfect,
but they were in favour of success without complication.
He tried to formulate a rational reason to say no. He did
not want to contribute to the war effort on either side, but on some
level he knew that the war on Cybertron must continue until either
both sides were wiped out, or some kind of compromise was reached
and peace and sense won out. If the balance tipped too soon in
favour of the Decepticons, then the consequences for the rest of the
universe would be horrendous. His body was an unnecessary drain
on the evacuees’ resources. What function would his weapons serve
on their peaceful new colony? Why was he so reluctant to undergo
the procedure? Was it the loss of his stature? Hardly. Though he
had come to terms with the inconveniences of his great size, he could
certainly live without them. Was it pride? Moral indignation? Partly
perhaps, but neither of those was the main reason. It was fear.
“I… have an offer to make to the Autobot forces. Call it a parting gift
to the city of my birth.”
Xaaron smiled. “I will arrange for the best tool-and-die
surgeon on Cybertron to carry out the operation. Your sacrifice may
not win the war, but it will save lives. I, and the citizens of Iacon,
thank you.”
The meeting appeared to be over. Both sides had
what they wanted. The three Autobot commanders began
to guide their viewing platforms back towards the ground.
“Validus!” Omniscia called out as she dropped away from him.,“You
don’t have to do this!”
Validus knew that he did. If-when he returned, he would explain it

to her.
“How long will the procedure take to complete?”
“Once we can get our surgeon in,” Xaaron shouted back, “about
three solar cycles.”
“And how long until our ship is ready?”
“We can have the Aphelion fully supplied and ready for launch in
about five cycles.”
“Good. That gives me time to adjust to my new body.”
End Chapter 3
Chapter 4
The scene outside the Euphraan spaceport was
unexpectedly serene. After the first confrontation with the section
guards, Orthox and Omniscia had swiftly organised a sit-down protest
of all two thousand and six hundred evacuees. A few had passed into
the grounds before they had been stopped, but most were gathered
outside and now blocked the roads in all directions. A few commuters
had elected to transform and pick their way through the crowd on
foot, but any Autobot hauling cargo was cut off from the rest of Iacon
unless they could drive back through three kilometres of static traffic
and take the forty-kilometre detour that would bring them out at the
other side of the blockage.
In front of the entrance to the docking ramp, so agonisingly
close to the open airlock of the Aphelion, Paleon, Orthox and
Omniscia sat together. Velocitrix, the ex-Tarnian data courier, paced
frantically around them.
“This is Traachon’s doing, I’m sure of it,” she growled.
Paleon stared straight at the ground between them. “Wewe can’t be sure of that.”
Velocitrix stopped and stared at the back of Paleon’s head.
“He’s a bigoted old mechanism who hates anyone who wasn’t born in
Iacon!” With a few unnaturally quick steps she was standing in front
of the archaeologist, making him jump. “He always votes in favour of
legislation to inhibit the movements of refugees!”
Almost half of the evacuation group consisted of refugees
from the dead citystates of Vos and Tarn. Iacon had initially offered
them succour, but as their numbers grew and the Decepticon
movement began to emerge, the council decided to limit their
numbers, imposing tight restrictions and eventually closing their
borders all together. While later refugees were given honourary
Iaconian citizenship and appropriate identification chips, many of the
earlier arrivals had nothing. In the early days of the Decepticon war
there was a flood of illegal immigration from neighbouring states, and
any unprocessed refugees from Vos and Tarn were indistinguishable
from these unwelcome visitors.
Velocitrix sped up to the barrier, causing a few of the guards
to tighten the grips on their side arms. When they arrived there had
been three guards on the barrier, now there were fifteen, with another
six driving across the launch pad from the opposite side of the port.
“Well?” she demanded, leaning over the barrier and staring accusingly
into one guard’s visor. “Did Traachon order you to stop the refugees?
Is that why you’re all crowded up here with your guns to hold off a
bunch of harmless civilians? What did they ever do to you?”
The guard with the visor smirked, “Well, I don’t know
about them, but according to your crime chip you’ve been aiding
the transfer of illegal immigrants across Iacon’s border.” He held up
the scanner interface on his forearm for her to read. “Apparently
your citizenship was revoked. That means you’re not going anywhere
either.”
She imagined breaking his visor with her fist and sending
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him reeling, then leaping the barrier and drop-kicking the two next to
him before they could react. Then the other twe- no, eighteen guards
would shoot her. She stared into the guard’s impassive red visor for
a few seconds then turned on her heel and walked away. How she
hated Iacon’s Autobots.
She slumped down next to a cross-legged Orthox and
cupped her head in her hand. “I wish Validus was here,” she said
quietly. “He could’ve given me covering fire while I beat that guy to
death.”
“I thought we were leaving Cybertron to avoid violence,” said Orthox,
not looking up from his meditation.
“I know, I know,” she said reluctantly. Eventually she looked up at
the cleric. “I just hate… sitting here. Why aren’t we making noise
somewhere? Charging off to the Great Dome to demand answers?”
“Because the guards are in error,” Orthox said. “Our protest here
will draw the attention of the council soon enough, and they will set
them right.”
“How can you be so sure?”
“Xaaron gave us his word,” Omniscia offered.
“Xaaron isn’t here. He’s off in the south fighting the ‘good fight’,
and Tomaandi’s gone west to kick off some big security summit.
Traachon’s in charge right now, and he’s going to-”
“-Shuttle!” Omniscia said suddenly.
All optics turned to her, even Orthox’s. “What?”
“No. Wait. It’s… it’s a military transport. We can see one coming
in from the southwest on an approach vector.” She pointed into the
sky. “There.”
The spot in the distance grew, until it was almost on top of
them. A few members of the crowd stood up to watch it land.
“What’s the council playing at?” Velocitrix demanded. She stood up
and shouted at the guards. “What are you going to do? Start shooting
us?”
The guards said nothing, but by the way they looked at
each other it appeared that they knew no more than the evacuees.
Another four guards had pulled up to join the rest by the time the
transport reached the shuttle pad, dropping neatly down onto it. The
side door opened, and a red armoured transport drove out. It was
towing a long grey box, which a member of the Core Consciousness
told Omniscia was a new type of portable combat deck. This fact did
not serve to ease the fears of the other members.
The transport rolled up to the congregation of guards and
then stopped. They seemed to be making a report to it. Velocitrix
sped back to the barrier, and Paleon and Omniscia got up and
followed her.
“We were told that we were to admit a group of Iaconian citizens
who were conscientious objectors to board the Aphelion and go
wherever,” a tall thin blue guard with sharp triangular wings said.
“Our orders didn’t say anything about admitting refugees, and they
certainly didn’t say anything about criminals.”
“Well, your orders are apparently incomplete. You are to admit
anyone who wants to board this vessel unless they’re wearing a
Decepticon badge and carrying a bomb.”
Word spread from Omniscia’s audio sensors across the
Core Consciousness and throughout the entire crowd. People began
cheering. The crowd, so static for so long, was suddenly a mass of
bustle and movement. A mix of surprise and happiness spread across
Velocitrix’s face. Omniscia began to laugh loudly, and then clamped
both hands over her mouth. Paleon, however, did not share their
excitement. He was still staring intently at the combat deck.
“By whose authority?” the blue guard demanded.
“General Traachon’s,” the transport replied. “Is that enough for
you, or do you want me to get Emirate Xaaron to fly back from the
southern front to explain this to you in person?”
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“Uh…” the guard stammered. “Right. No, sir, that- that won’t be
necessary.”
“I’m glad to hear it.”
The guard with the visor shuffled over to the barrier and
raised it. No one noticed when Orthox had risen, but he was already
walking among the crowd appealing for calm and orderly conduct.
Omniscia, riding high on the waves of joy and relief from her fellow
members, walked over and took Paleon’s arm. He was still staring
at the combat deck, as only one who has trained in earth sciences
could.
“Paleon, let’s go.”
“I recognise that radiation profile,” he said distantly. “It’s Validus.
They made it out of Validus. It used to be a part of him.”
“It’s disgusting,” Velocitrix said. “They had no right.”
Almost in response, the transport inched forward through
the clump of guards until it was almost parked up against the
Aphelion’s entrance ramp. An external camera turned to the trio at
the head of the crowd.
“I’m looking for either a ‘Paleon’ or an ‘Omniscia’,” it said.
Omniscia stepped forward, pulling a shocked Paleon with
her, “That’s us. What do you want?”
The rear door of the combat deck swung open and
slammed onto the hard ground. “I have something here for you. Call
it a parting gift from Iacon to its departing children.”
A powerful-sounding engine started up inside the trailer. A
bulky but unusually small battle station rolled down the door-ramp
and turned to face them. It was a shape familiar to the three of them,
but they were usually looking up at it. It was enough to rouse Paleon
from his shock.
“Validus!” he cried.
Fortress Validus transformed smoothly and quickly and
walked towards them. “Sorry I’m late,” he said casually. “My surgeon
was held up. Apparently there’s a war on.”
Velocitrix was a blur, darting around his new body and
inspecting it from every possible angle.
“You’re alive!” The glaringly obvious was all that Paleon could
muster.
“How does it feel?” Omniscia asked.
“Not as… small as I thought it would,” he replied.
“We… we didn’t hear anything about you,” Paleon burbled. “I
thought you were dead.”
“You can blame me for that,” the transport said. “I recommended
a complete data seal on the entire project. All the better to keep the
Decepticons’ spies out of the equation.”
The combat deck slammed shut, and the transport began
to reverse. “Well, I have an appointment to keep on the eastern
front. May Primus watch over you until all are one.”
“And don’t forget the route home,” it called out as it drove off towards
the waiting transporter. “This war can’t last forever!”
“Well, he seemed nice,” Omniscia said.
“He’s still an Autobot warrior,” Velocitrix replied.
“That doesn’t necessarily mean he’s evil.”
Paleon could see where this was headed. Too many bitter
experiences with Autobot security forces had left Velocitrix with a
very narrow viewpoint, and a full-blown argument between her and
Omniscia could conceivably last them all the way to their destination.
“Let’s get on board, shall we? Before our orbital window closes.”
The pair agreed to disagree for the moment, and together
they walked through the barrier and onto the entrance ramp.
Velocitrix made sure to give the guard with the visor a little wave
as she passed. As the great crowd processed into the ship, Validus
manoeuvred over to Omniscia’s side. He took more than a little
satisfaction in his newfound agility.
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“Omniscia, I count only two thousand six hundred and five of us. I
expected a greater turnout.”
“The Core Consciousness will not be in full attendance,” she
explained. “About half of our members elected to stay on Cybertron
and fight.”
“Xaaron?”
“He had a little to do with it, I’m sure, but most of those of us who are
staying had elected to do so before then. We understand and support
each other’s decisions.”
“I’m glad. Now it’s time to leave all of it and them behind. You
said you supported their decision, but won’t you feel a little empty
without them?”
“No more so than each and every person on this Ship. For all that we
want to escape this war and what it is doing to our people, some small
part of us will always yearn to be here.”
“It needn’t be forever.”
“You and I both know there will be no welcome for us here should
we decide to return. We’ll be branded as traitors.”
“Or as reinforcements,” The reply was from Paleon. He had finished
escorting Velocitix to her allotted quarters onboard the Ship and had
come looking for his friend. “We are almost ready to take off. I
thought it would be better to watch it from the bridge. To see it, the
way you used to, Validus, back when things were simpler.”
“Come now. You of all people should know that nothing was ever
simpler in the old days we just choose to see it that way.”
Paleon smiled and nodded. He gestured for his two
companions to follow him towards the bridge. Paleon fell silent as
they walked towards the bridge. He had no words for what was about
to take place. In truth he did not want to cheapen the situation. So he
stood silently as the Aphelion rose from the surface of the planet and
left everything he knew behind. He was not the only one. Every one
of the passengers was also lost in thought. Some of them wondered
about what they would leave behind. Others were contemplating the
future that was in store for them. A chance to leave behind old ways
and old thinking. To be a part of something else, something new.
Validus for his part simply smiled as he watched the others
look at the fading image of Cybertron. His eyes were fixed elsewhere
and he was certain in time his would not be the only ones.
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